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SURVEY #3 SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION

PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK PUBLIC WORKSHOP # 3

The following is a summary of public comment and input from Public Workshop #3, held in Seaside on February 7, 2018,
and Carmel on February 8, 2018. These meetings asked the public to share their thoughts on the Preferred Alternative for
Palo Corona Regional Park developed from the feedback gathered from Workshop and Survey #1 and #2.
Both preference dot boards and a handout questionnaire was used during the Workshop #3 meetings to survey meeting
attendants about their preferred elements from each of the design alternatives, and survey questions were later posted
online for public participation from February 22 through March 16. There were 120 attendees that signed in at the public
workshops and 77 participants completed their questionnaires, with some choosing not to participate in the dot board
exercise or hand in their questionnaire. 395 respondents started the online survey, with 339 respondents completing the
survey.

MEETING QUESTIONNAIRE
The following questionnaire was provided at the public workshop.
*Diagram revised on 2/15/18
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Figure 9: Opportunities and Constraints diagram of PCRP. GIS data provided by Turf Image Geospatial Consulting.
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COMMENT CARD
Please circle and/or fill in your answers to the following questions:
1.

PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK

Workshop #3
Please visit our website at palocorona.org
6.

Where do you live?

Please visit our website at palocorona.org

CARMEL, CA • MONTEREY PENINSULA REGIONAL PARK DISTRICT

What elements of the Front Ranch Unit do you like the

PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK

CARMEL, CA • MONTEREY PENINSULA REGIONAL PARK DISTRICT

COMMENT CARD
7.

Please visit our website at palocorona.org

Workshop #3

Any additional comments on the Rancho Cañada Unit

best?

design?

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
2.

How did you hear about this meeting?
_________________________________________________

3.
4.

How old are you? _______________________________

7.

What elements of the Back Country Unit do you like

___________________________________________________
Any additional comments on the Front Ranch Unit
design?

___________________________________________________
8.

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
5.

Any additional comments on the Back Country Unit
design?

What uses would you like to see happen or continue
at the clubhouse?

the best?

___________________________________________________
8.

What elements of the Rancho Cañada Unit do you like
the best?
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
9.

___________________________________________________

Do you feel this process for Palo Corona Regional 		
Park GDP is heading in the right direction?
a. Agree

b. Neutral

c. Disagree

___________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

10.
___________________________________________________

CARMEL, CA • MONTEREY PENINSULA REGIONAL PARK DISTRICT

the planning process for Palo Corona Regional Park?
a. Agree

___________________________________________________

PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK

Do you feel that MPRPD is doing a good job managing

Turn over for additional questions
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b. Neutral

PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK

CARMEL, CA • MONTEREY PENINSULA REGIONAL PARK DISTRICT

c. Disagree
Please visit our website at palocorona.org

INTRODUCTION
DOT BOARD EXERCISE

Dot boards were posted next to presentation boards to gather input on the preferred elements from the Back Country
Unit, Front Ranch Unit, and Rancho Cañada Unit Preferred Alternative Plans during the public meetings (examples
shown below). Each attendant was given a total of nine dots to vote on their top three preferred elements for each plan;
however, some attendants obtained additional dots which were used to vote more than once for particular items and
did skew the results of the dot board voting exercise. Pens were also provided at the dot board stations for the public to
write-in any additional preferred elements during the exercise. The questions were adapted to fit an online survey format
and provided via an online survey to allow for greater community participation.
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INTRODUCTION

HANDOUT QUESTIONNAIRE AND ONLINE SURVEY

Additionally, a handout questionnaire was used to gather further input, and the following questions were asked on the
questionnaire during the workshop meetings (examples shown below). The questions were adapted to fit an online
survey format and provided via an online survey to allow for greater community participation.
The comments and write-in responses recorded on the questionnaires during the public workshop and provided by online
survey respondents were combined in this summary and are organized by question.
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 1
QUESTION 1: WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

Public Workshop
Monterey

13.0%

Carmel

29.9%

Carmel Highlands/Big Sur

3.9%

Carmel Valley/Cachagua

28.6%

Pacific Grove/Pebble Beach

6.5%

Seaside/Sand City/Del Rey Oaks

2.6%

Marina

7.8%

I do not live in the district

0.0%

Other (please specify)

7.8%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Online Survey
Monterey

12.1%

Carmel

27.9%

Carmel Highlands/Big Sur

4.6%

Carmel Valley/Cachagua

24.9%

Pacific Grove/Pebble Beach

9.5%

Seaside/Sand City/Del Rey Oaks

5.1%

Marina
I do not live in the district

4.6%
3.1%

Other (please specify)
0.0%

8.2%
5.0%
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10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 1
QUESTION 1: WHERE DO YOU LIVE? OTHER
(PLEASE SPECIF Y)

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

1.

Aptos

2.

Prunedale

3.

Prunedale

4.

Pacific Meadows

5.

San Juan Bautista

6.

Prunedale

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

Carmel outside city limits

2.

Santa Cruz

3.

Prunedale

4.

South Monterey county

5.

Salinas

6.

Mid Carmel Valley

7.

Santa Barbara, CA

8.

North Monterey County

9.

Prunedale

10. Highway 68 corridor
11.

Salinas, CA

12. Corral de Tierra
13. Corral de Tierra
14. Quail
15. City of Santa Cruz, upper westside near UCSC
16. Salinas
17.

Carmel Valley Village

18. Salinas
19. prunedale
20. Monterey County on former Fort Ord
21. Salinas
22. San Benancio Canyon
23. Hwy 68
24. Corral de Tierra
25. Mid Carmel Valley
26. Lower Carmel Valley (2 miles east of Hwy 1)
27. Castroville
28. Salinas
29. Salinas, CA
30. Salinas
31. San Luis Obispo
32. Carmel, mouth of the valley, zip 93923. We are a
different group than Carmel 93921. Thank you.
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 2
QUESTION 2 : HOW OLD ARE YOU?

Online Survey

Public Workshop
70+

37.5%

60-69

6.9%

18-29

Under 18

2.8%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%
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40.0%

8.9%

30-39

3.6%

18-29

3.3%

Under 18

0.0%

0.0%

19.1%

40-49

13.9%

30-39

35.7%

50-59

9.7%

40-49

28.6%

60-69

29.2%

50-59

70+

0.8%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 3
QUESTION 3 : HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THIS MEETING/SURVEY? (CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY)

Public Workshop
MPRPD website

0.0%

Palo Corona website
MPRPD social media

7.8%
0.0%

Other social media

11.7%

Newspaper/Digital Media
Event Flyer

5.2%
0.0%

Word of mouth

19.5%

Palo Corona email list
MPRPD or Let’s Go Outdoors email list

28.6%
0.0%

Other

29.9%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Online Survey
MPRPD website

11.1%

MPRPD or Let's Go Outdoors email list

27.1%

Palo Corona website

4.3%

Palo Corona email list
MPRPD social media

21.5%
2.3%

Newspaper/Digital Media

6.8%

Word of Mouth

22.8%

Other community organization (please specify in comment box below)
Other social media (please specify in comment box below)

13.7%
3.5%

Other organization's email list (please specify)

8.9%

Other (please specify)
0.0%

30.1%
5.0%
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10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 3
QUESTION # 3 : OTHER (PLEASE SPECIF Y)

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

1.

Monterey Stinging Jellies Disc Golf Club

2.

World Affairs Council

3.

Carmel Valley Rotary Club

4.

BSLT

5.

Big Sur Land Trust’s e-newsletter

6.

Carmel Valley Assn email

7.

CVA

8.

Carmel Valley newsletter

9.

Carmel Valley Assn

10. Garland Park
11.

Carmel Valley Assn

12. Dog park email
13. Forwarded email regarding dog park support
14. Pine cone
15. CVA newsletter
16. World Affairs
17.

Carmel Valley Women’s Club

18. World Affairs Council of Monterey Bay
19. Neighborhood watch.
20. Pine cone
21. CVA
22. CVA
23. WAC meeting
24. World Affairs Council

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

CVT&SC

2.

Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club

3.

Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club

4.

World Affairs Council of Monterey Bay

5.

CVA

6.

CVA

7.

CV association and CVT&S club

8.

Cvac

9.

Carmel Valley Association

10. attending your community meetings
11.

World Affairs Council

12. Sunshine Riders
13. facebook
14. Monterey Pennisula Republican Women Fed. &
World Affairs Council.
15. Monterey Bay Equestrians
16. Monterey Bay Equestrians
17.

CV Trail and Saddle Club

18. Carmel Valley Trail Club
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19. CVTSC
20. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club
21. CV Trail & Saddle Club
22. Trail and saddle club
23. World’s Affair Council of Monterey
24. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club
25. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club, Facebook page
26. Monterey Bay Equestrians and Carmel Saddle and
Trail Club
27. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club
28. Facebook share
29. Big Sur Land Trust
30. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club
31. C.V. Trail and Saddle Club
32. Carmel Valley Trail & Saddle Club
33. My horse club, Monterey Bay Equestrians
34. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club
35. Facebook, Carmel Valley Trail & Saddle Club
36. Carmel Saddle and Trail Clib
37. NEXT DOOR SCHULTE RD
38. Carmel Valley Trail and Saddle Club Member
39. World Affairs Council
40. World Affairs Council of Monterey Peninsula
41. WAC
42. bslt
43. WAC
44. World Affairs Council
45. email
46. World Affairs Council of the Monterey Bay Area
47. Big Sur land trust
48. Mixed use considerations
49. World Affairs Council
50. world affairs council (wac)
51. World Affairs Council of Monterey Bay
52. World Affairs Council of Monterey Bay
53. World Affairs Council Monterey Bay
54. World Affairs Council of Monterey Bay
55. Carmel Rotary Club
56. World Affairs Council
57. Not sure on e Mail
58. World Affairs Council of Monterey Bay
59. World Affairs Council, Monterey
60. CVA
61. CVA Newsletter
62. Big Sur Land Trust, Next Door
63. CV Bulletin

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 3
QUESTION # 3 : OTHER (PLEASE SPECIF Y)

ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED
64. CVA

105. Not enough public information about these
meetings

65. CVA

106. CVA

66. Carmel Valley Association

107. At the public meetings

67. Carmel Valley Association

108. Attended the local meetings at Rancho

68. CVA

109. Ranger

69. BSLT

110. Big Sur Land Trust

70. Big Sur Land Trust newsletter

111. Attending the previous workshops.

71. Next Door Community post

112. facebook

72. Big Sur Land Trust

113. West Coast Rocky Mountain Horse Club

73. forwarded email

114. MPRPD email

74. Esselen Tribe of Monterey County

115. Staff member garland regional park

75. e-mail

116. Carmel Valley Rotary

76. Maybe Big Sur Land Trust? Not sure. I’ve gotten
your notices for some time, thanks!

117. Park district

77. CVA
78. AASMB
79. Monterey outdoor collective, Monterey county
office of education
80. AAsian Art Society
81. Asian Art Society
82. World Affairs Council of the Monterey Bay
83. Asian art society
84. Asian art
85. Next Door
86. Nextdoor Rancho Tierra Grande
87. Ventana Chapter Sierra Club, hike leader
88. CV Assoc.
89. Rancho Tierra Grande Website
90. Next Door
91. Carmel Valley Association
92. “Nextdoor” for Rancho Tierra Grande
93. Facebook
94. Nextdoor
95. Tierra Grande Homeowners Assoc
96. NextDoor
97. River Meadow
98. Nextdoor Carmel Valley
99. CVA
100. CVA newsletter
101. At workshop
102. Carmel Valley Association
103. Big Sur Land Trust
104. trout unlimited
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118. CVA and Meeting with Raphael Payan

WORKSHOP #3 SURVEY - BACK COUNTRY UNIT

BACK COUNTRY UNIT - PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION
The Preferred Alternative for the Back Country Unit focuses on trails, and proposes hiking and multi-use trails and also
identifies a few areas for potential day-use or rustic camping.

PROPOSED USES

• Hiking and trail connectivity to adjacent parks and open space
• Limited, permit-only rustic backpacking sites
• On-site ranger staff to patrol park full-time
• Mountain bike, equestrian, and multi-use trails
• Research and Educational Opportunities
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 4
QUESTION 4 : WHAT ELEMENTS OF THE BACK COUNTRY UNIT PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DO YOU LIKE THE
BEST? (CHOOSE UP TO 3)

Public Workshop
Hiking Trails (unpaved)

64.9%

Mountain bike, equestrian, and multi-use trails (unpaved)

77.9%

Day-use activities (picnic, interpretive signs)

11.7%

Trail connectivity to adjacent parks and open space

61.0%

Limited, permit-only rustic backpacking sites

50.6%

On-site ranger staff to patrol park full-time

32.5%

Research and educational opportunities

15.6%

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

Online Survey
Hiking Trails (Unpaved)

79.8%

Mountain Bike, Equestrian, and Multi-Use Trails (Unpaved)

31.7%

Day-Use Activities (Picnic, Interpretive Signage, etc.)

26.8%

Trail Connectivity to Adjacent Parks and Open Space

Limited, Permit-Only Rustic Backpacking Sites

67.5%

17.5%

On-Site Ranger Staff to Patrol Park Full-Time

Research and Educational Opportunities

Other (please specify)
0.0%

34.4%

18.9%

13.9%
10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0%
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 4
QUESTION 4 : OTHER (PLEASE SPECIF Y)
ONLINE SURVE Y

27. NO camping - FIRES

1.

Make sure to protect wildlife and natural habitats by
not over-using the trails

2.

Single-track equestrian and hiking trails without
mountain bikes (danger of surprise)

29. Parking areas off the highway and reasonably close to
trailheads (NOT at Rancho Canada)

3.

These are really all good elements.

4.

Must be dog-friendly

5. *Before opening up the ranch to any or all the
activities you are suggesting as possibilities, it is
essential for the MPRPD to have a conservation
ecologist on staff or on hire to monitor impacts on
habitat, plants and wildlife, and to have more rangers
on staff to oversee increased human activity and
presence in the front and backcountry. The danger of
fire increases with more human presence, camping,
etc.
6.

Separate horse and bike unpaved trails

7.

Ohlone Interactive Interpretive Outdoor Learning
Stations/Signage

8.

Let’s reconnect people to their/our and ASAP!

9.

Equestrian and hiking trails

10. But all of these look good
11.

mountain biking will disrupt the preserve and will be
noisy and intrusive to hikers

28. No Mountain Bikes!!!

30. Trail connectivity also! But, I could only pick 3 ??
31. Golf course
32. homeless encampment and illegal alien park. They
deserve it.
33. no mountain bikes!
34. Keep the Club House for Catered Events
35. some non equestrian mountain bike designated trailequestrians have multiple options already, mountain
bikers very few
36. Rancho Canada use for events
37. Ensuring parking lot access for main building
meetings with meals
38. Limit equestian use or charge fees sufficient to
manage additional impacts
39. Garland Park is a perfect model for this park- an
emphasis on hiking trails, with minimal other uses.
40. There should be limited trails for moutain biking-biking
is tough on trails and hikers. No ATVs!

12. separate equine trails!!

41. Since none if your other parks have on-site 24/7
rangers, there is no need here.

13. Limited, Permit-only horse camping / with living
quarters horse trailers.

42. On-site ranger would be great, but first three are
musts (especially hiking trails and connectivity)

14. equestrian trails to be separate from hiking and
mountain bike trails

43. There should be no mountain bikes in the back
country, especially without adequate ranger
supervision and a conservation ecologist on the
MPRPD staff to monitor impacts of human use in the
back country.

15. Some trails exclusively for equestrians & hikers (no
mountain bikes)
16. Prefer Equestrian and walking/hiking trails. Dogs off
leash if under voice control. Garland Park is a fine
example and is used by locals and visitors. Getting
over crowded and Palo Corona Wouk day be a much
needed and excellent addition in Monterey County
17.

Mountain bikes should be carefully considered or
limited to wide trails with good visibility.

18. do NOT mix bike / horse ...../very dangerous
19. Please keep this a true ‘wilderness’ and avoid
overdevelopment
20. Other use
21. Community use of Rancho Canada for meetings,
weddings, etc.
22. Maintain restaurant at old club house
23. Acdcess For Community Meetings
24. Dogs on leash on ALL trails
25. No mountain bikes. They cause erosion, noise. The
back country should remain silent and pristine.
26. Wildfire fuel reduction work, fuelbreaks, firebreaks,
and On-Site Ranger Staff to Patrol Park Full-Time to
prevent another Soberanes Fire like Catastrophe
12 | PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK
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44. no commercial vendors - no “entertainment”
45. Please: no multi use trail to Carmel River State
Beach. It will overwhelm residential areas that are
already impacted.
46. rustic backpacking would be OK too.
47. I would like to have a bike path that connects hi way
1 with the South Bank river trail. Bikes would only be
allowed on the through trail that connects Hiway 1
and River Bank trail.
l.
48. #4 would be Trail Connectivity to adjacent parks etc.
LAST would be mountain bike trails since they are
usually incompatible with hiking, and tend to increase
erosion and ecological damage.
49. Please pledge to have ranger staff to patrol the back
country 24/7. Pledge that they will not be cut due to
budget constraints, etc. The historic ranch and sites
and the back country itself is too valuable to lose to
fire, vandalism, or plain misuse. Which we see so
much of in Big Sur. Thank you .

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 5

QUESTION 5 : ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE ELEMENTS FROM THE BACK COUNTRY UNIT
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE THAT YOU LIKE THE MOST?

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

28. I appreciate the patience and perseverance evident in
your proposals. The process is in good hands.

1.

Many existing trails are double track and wide enough
to enable safe multi-use horse, bike hike

2.

Need workable access trails to backcountry for
mountain bikes. Suggest also coordinate with State
Parks regarding access via San Jose Creek

30. No camping or fires!

3.

Possible special events like endurance bike ride

4.

Interconnecting trails

5.

Make sure all trails are multi-use.

32. I am hoping that there will be a way for older people
to get into the back country. This community has lots
of older folks!

6.

I agree with back country camping.

7.

Sustainability of trails - coordination with local
mountain bike group that helps maintain Fort Ord

8.

Club house for community meeting and catering

9.

We want to use the Rancho Canada Clubhouse for
non-profit meeting with catered meals.

10. Designated safe fire rings for backpackers to use with
a valid wilderness fire permit.
11.

looks good

29. dirt biking for children and families
31. Safe fire ring for back packing to be used with a
wilderness fire permit.

33. Like to hike and run with my dog. (my kid)
34. How long is the cattle lease going to continue?
35. More trails. I think many hikers will be using the Back
Country Unit.
36. Support permit backcountry camping - support
mountain biking and trail connectivity to other
existing parks and open areas.
37. Mountain bike access, overnight permit camping,
multi-use trails and dedicated trails (pedestrian, bike/
horse) Odd/even day use for particular use.

12. Disc golf is low/no impact an can exist
interdependently with other park users and spaces

38. Would like to see trail connections into back country
and vigorous natural resource management.

13. Needs its own parking lot

39. Please allow dogs on trails.

14. Needs own parking

40. I support nature research and education in this unit.

15. I like the youth education camping at the bard. This
should be a high priority

41. It’s been 12 years, just open it up. The roads and
trails have been there for years.

16. Backcountry trails are fine to share for bike/
equestrians. Higher traffic areas may need to
separate use.

42. No overnight or fire permitted.

17.

Concerned about fires

18. Please, no dogs off leash.
19. Parking
20. BSLT property and CRFREE project area should be
green (adjacent open space)
21. should explicitly identify San Jose Creek Trail
22. Until Front Ranch and village are staffed (rangers/park
aides) on-site ranger is not best use of $. However,
MPRPD needs more rangers for better coverage and
safety.
23. Keep it wild!!
24. Removal and maintenance e of priority weed sites

43. Please preserve the space!
44. Multi-use connectivity from Ranch Canada to all other
areas.
45. I like limited permit only rustic backpacking sites
46. I am concerned that access to the Back County will
not be monitored by park rangers and there would be
a serious fire issue.
47. I think we need to be concerned about enforcing
illegible for this park. i.e. dogs on leash, fires in Back
Country
48. no camping - fire issues
49. Connect to Mittledore Preserve?
50. Mountain bike use needs to be kept away from other
users

25. Protection of rare features (plants, animals, habitats,
cultural, geologic, views) w/ monitoring component
to ensure public access is not detrimental and
adaptive mgmt. opportunity when unintended
negative affects are found.

51. No camping

26. Permitting and separate parking for overnight use is
very important. Need to be included in plan.

54. Education of school kids.

27. Identify access for trail expansion and incorporate into
the plan how various non-profit groups can help with
capital improvements.

56. Rare feature monitoring and protection
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52. No dogs off leash.
53. Coordination with “smart” fencing, cattle grazing,
reduction of invasive species and erosion reduction.
55. Weed control
57. Camping at Corona Homestead - what type of
camping? Tents? Fires? Dogs?

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 5

QUESTION 5 : ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT
THE ELEMENTS FROM THE BACK COUNTRY UNIT
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE THAT YOU LIKE THE
MOST?
ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

Connect Corona Homestead site trail to Mitteldorf.
Awesome trail is already there from cabin to Echo
Ridge. Please open this treasure! It’s wide and
gorgeous in most parts.

2.

#3 and #7 above would also be great to include.

3.

This is a regional park and the people in this region
should be able to have hiking, horseback riding and
normal (not stunt) mountain biking access to all the
beautiful backcountry that our taxes pay for. I don’t
want it to be locked away from the public like the
Brazil Ranch - we paid for these places and should be
able to use them now for these purposes.

4.

My family enjoys horse back riding and we would
appreciate your consideration to extend access to the
equine community into this beautiful area.

5.

I feel that having a presence ( ranger or otherwise)
in the backcountry is an important way to protect
the natural resources of this unit. I like the idea of
allowing scientific research in the unit, but not youth
educational overnight or other camping, because
of the noise, disturbance to nocturnal wildlife and
increased fire risk.

6.

Rustic trail access to sites shown in photos

7.

Hiking trails into back country and connection to other
public lands

8.

Specifically I would use the equestrian trails.

9. “As a European-American who is mainly a hiker, and
an only-occasional equestrian or mountain biker, my
favorite trails are single-file hiking-only, taking me
back to the hunter-gatherer days of the ancestors of
all the world’s people. I regard the historic orchard as
a treasure to be preserved and nurtured. The Wilson
cabin looks like it would make a great ranger station
(assuming any needed repairs and improvements are
feasible).”
10. Opportunity for multi-use but please focus on
enforcement and safety. I am willing to share with
mountain bikers, but I don’t want to be run off the
trails (or excluded from use by fear of death and
crash)
11.

Preserve the native landscape and plants as much as
possible in its current state.

12. Backpacking sites - any camping element
13. On site Ranger staff is crucial for fire prevention
and for rescue of people injured while hiking or
backpacking.
14. Rustic camping too with ranger staff patrols.
15. Trail connectivity
16. dog-freindly connecting trail
17. *I am opposed to mountain bikers in the back country
and feel strongly that, if allowed, their presence
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should be monitored, reviewed and evaluated for any
negative impacts. They should not be given a carte
blanche in perpetuity, but use should be conditional.
*Multi-use of trails is particularly tricky with mountain
bikers, especially their interactions with those on
horseback and walkers/hikers. I think a lot more
study needs to go into this before allowing the multiuse of trails with mountain bikers. Oppose limited
rustic backpacking overnight sites, unless they are
at specific, well supervised sites. There is a huge,
potential fire threat with campers and increased
public usage in the back.

18. I hope the multi use trails will allow horses with carts
and/or carriages
19. I agree there should be rangers or someone to
regularly patrol the park. I think Mountain biking
should be restricted to reduce trail damage. I
encourage you to consider Equestrian access and
again, restrict it to reduce trail damage. Good
signage is important and the park should encourage
educational uses and interpretation. Gorgeous
property with wonderful potential for getting folks off
the couch and into the woods.
20. Separate equine and mountain bike areas
21. This link has a few more specific examples
of Rumsen Ohlone Outdoor Learning
Stations: https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1faA37QhsvWlrMQNfO47CEdP_a_FXS_
vt4PdrCcM0pMQ/edit?usp=sharing
22. Equestrian use
23. I would love to see equestrian access but not
mountain biking. These two activities do not work
well together.
24. Get on with it; time is of the essence. Humans need
to connect with open, wild spaces to “buy in” to
environmental stewardship, protection.
25. Equestrian trails hiking and connection to adjacent
parks
26. Having the chance to have a few rustic campgrounds
would be fantastic. I imagine it will be dismaying to
try to reserve them, much like the nearly impossible
feat of securing a reservation at Julia Pfeiffer Burns
(the ones by the waterfall)
27. trails for muilt use and back country camping.
28. Provide staging area for horsetrailers.
29. Trail hiking and back country hiking are good uses.
30. Equestrian camping
31. For the equestrian activities I would recommend
parking areas accessible with horse trailers. I would
also like equestrian camp grounds with corrals.
32. Limited human impact - wilderness/land preservation
- wildlife undisturbed habitat - NO CAMPING/NO
FIRES PERMITTED
33. areas with vistas and old growth trees are the best!
34. Equestrian use is most important to me personally
as riding is my main activity (husband & friends also).
I am in my late 60’s and am unable to hike due to

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 5
QUESTION 5 : ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED
physical limitations. So on horseback is the only way I
can enjoy the beauty of our lands the same as hikers.
Based on my experiences, hikers and equestrians are
very compatible on the trail. Multiuse trails are a must
so all can enjoy. In a perfect world, mountain bikers
would have separate trails. If not feasible, equestrians
and bikers (in my experience) are very considerate
of each other, and are reasonably able to share a trail.
Linking the Park units is also important so the public
can enjoy all aspects & areas of the park.

anticipated option for those who enjoy hiking greater
distances. Cant wait!!
56. Hiking trail
57. Trail connectivity.
58. No dogs!
59. Leave it as rustic as possible and have permit only
hikers who are environmentally conscious .

36. I think dogs could be allowed off-leash in the back
country under voice control...similar to Garland park.

60. There is an abundance of unmanaged and unpoliced
public lands in Monterey County that increase the
threat of wildfires to lives, property, and resources.
The Park District should not have purchased this land
if it cannot manage and police it. Sell it back into
private ownership if you do not have the money to
maintain the land and police it.

37. EQUESTRIAN TRAILS ARE SORELY NEEDED!

61. Keep existing trails.

38. I am so excited for this are to finally be open to the
public! Creating more local backpacking opportunities
is a priority.

62. potential to open quickly

35. We are so thankful for the wonderful land donated to
our beautiful area.

39. gentle trail family biking opportunities

63. It would be great to have the educational opportunity
of group backpacking for youth groups -- so rustic
campsites would be next on my list.

40. We should have some vehicular access to the back
country so that all of us can enjoy the area and it’s
views.

64. NO MOUNTAIN BIKING OR OVERNIGHT
CAMPSITES

41. No over night camping and no fires ??.

66. No Mountain Bikes!!!

42. The connectivity is an amazing feature and the result
of hard work of all of you

67. keep habitat, history, and open space as preserved as
possible while still allowing public to hike and explore
on unpaved trails

43. There seems to be an overlaod of activities. Too
much -- even though I have sons and grandsons who
enjoy thout doors and even write books about the
“Healing power of Nature,” this is excessive.
44. Maintain restaurant at old clubhouse
45. Open up the Back ranch roads. Trails don’t need to be
perfect like those already open.

65. Rustic backpacking and trail connectivity

68. Against rustic camping due to fire risk
69. I like the idea of a ranger back there,,,but not sure
we can afford it. I would like to see some camping
permitted- but perhaps as a reward for something like
a day of invasive species removal!
70. strong preference for equestrian

46. Mountain Bike for Health and Fitness - a wonderful
way to enjoy nature

71. Staffing will be needed if camping is provided.

47. I think it important to hire ranger staff for park
security and public relations (history, nature, etc.). I
do think a fourth element (Research and Educational
Opportunities) should be pursued with outside notfor-profits such as ‘California Native Plant Society’
and/or University or College research departments.

73. please be sure access from inspiration point to
sobranes trails and also mittledorf trails

48. The more hiking trails the better! Especially if
connecting to other areas .
49. Research and minimal traffic
50. I enjoy hiking and runnng and would love to be able to
take my dog with me.
51. I would have liked educational opportunities but
perhaps they are included in the day use option under
signage.

72. I also love the idea that we can backpack in and camp
overnight in some areas!

74. “I wanted to choose MORE than three elements
from the list above, since I believe several of them
are equally worthy--specifically research/educational,
picnic, and limited backpacking opportunities. Hiking
would be my primary interest, and I also feel it is
necessary to have a ranger presence to protect the
park, so those were my selections.“
75. Accessing and connecting to other Trail systems
would be awesome.

52. We would strongly prefer all trails be dog friendly.

76. I think a ten year plan to use as an educational
platform would be exceptional opportunity to tap into
Monterey’s beauty

53. Nature in all her glory for all to enjoy

77. keep it natural!

54. Dogs on leash allowed on ALL trails.

78. Will there be any water? Ecologically designed
“outhouses”?

55. Paolo Corona Front is a crown jewel in the park
system for those who have limited hiking time
or ability. Adding Back Country Unit is a long15 | PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK
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79. If it is connected to open space, I am hoping no
permit will be required. We are local and enjoy going

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 5
QUESTION 5 : ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED

to Palo Corona, but having to get a permit in advance
is a drag.
80. Connectivity to Point Lobos, Garrapata, and Big Sur
81. Three choices are not enough.
82. Would prefer to not allow mountain biking
83. Make it a golf course.
84. I prefer Hiking Trails.
85. dog friendly
86. Separate hiking/mountain bike trails from equestrian,
so the majority of us don’t have to trek in horse
manure.
87. Separate trails for equestrian and bikers please!

96. Am curious about Lobos Corona Parkland. Will all
trails be coordinated with all the other partners - land
owners? I’m very much in favor a potential national
recreation area..
97. Very hard to select among last three options.
98. No Camping
99. multi use trails are dangerous and Garland Park
experiences prove that. Dogs and horses and bicycles
and stroller don;t mix
100. Please make sure there are NO opportunities for
campfires or other incendiary activities.
101. Keep it simple- hiking trails only.
102. Hike in, hike out and staff to keep campers out as
there is too much of a fire danger to our community.

88. Access to this backcountry unit would be awesome.
Palo Corona is in between all of the awesome parks
we have on the coast here and it would be amazing
to be able to loop these parks together for big
backpacking trips, trail runs, or mountain bike rides. I
am a mountain biker, runner and hiker. I have to drive
a ways to get to fort ord for mountain biking and it
would be magical if I could park at Rancho Canada
and hit the trails of local Palo Corona. I know that
mountain bikers can be a little bit menacing on multiuse trails for hikers and horse riders, but I would
encourage a bell-only mountain bike policy if that is
an issue for hikers. Mountain bikers would have to
have a bell on their handlebars when going downhill
so hikers can hear them flying down the mountain.
But I know I can speak for other mountain bikers as
well in this; we would be totally stoked to ride the
backcountry of Palo Corona even if we had to strap
a hundred ringing bells to our backpack. Anything
for those beautiful coastal vistas. The bells are very
cheap and can be heard from a long ways away. I
beg of thee. For the people. Mountain biking, hiking,
equestrian, and backpacking in the backcountry of
Palo Corona. Bring the joy to our lives.

103. looks great

89. Hiking trails should be the primary, and perhaps, sole
focus.

112. I agree that the back country should be kept as
natural and wild as possible.

90. No on-site ranger until ranger staff has been restored
to previous levels. Obvious shortage even for current
properties; how can we add more responsibilities
with same # of people?

113. An on-site Ranger Staff to patrol the park would
certainly be an advantage.

91. Must have paved access for anyone with disability to
enjoy any of this. If you have dirt trails, or areas that
a wheelchair can’t even get to, my family and I can’t
use it at all.
92. Ranger staff is important to monitor misuse and fire

104. The back country is so far from the trail heads that,
for day use, most hikers will not be able to get in and
out. Mountain bikers have greater range and they will
be able to access the back country.
105. Creating properly designed multi-use trails is
beneficial to all constituents.
106. On site ranger to monitor
107. Keep it as pristine as possible. Remember, humans
are only visitors - hopefully not invaders
108. Very concerned about danger of fires and noise. Day
use only. Please, no overnight camping or events
that use amplified sound for communication or music.
109. Interpretive signs and some picnic areas would be
good.
110. I like that bikes are included, and would like to see
a bike path/trail that connects hi way 1 Western
entrance to River Bank entrance on the East. Almost
no impact on existing road and would provide safe
travel for families or children with bicycles.
111. Single track trails preferred - not wide roads

114. So encouraged to see that the historic Corona Ranch,
bear entrapment site (missed emotions here, but
historic), the Whistler home are still there!
115. I think the area should be opened up to allow for the
most access to the most user groups (e.g. hikers,
runners, mountain bike riders, equestrians, etc.).

94. Please keep the land as wild as possible.

116. If you don’t have either bikes or camping you are
essentially make the back country inaccessible to
most people. Coordination of back country sites
might be possible with State Parks in Garrapata as
another option.

95. Limited day-use activities, like a bench or picnic table
occasionally. I think having ranger staff patrolling for
safety is a good idea.

117. The youth of our community need to get unplugged in
natural spaces. If they don’t appreciate them when
they are young, they wont protect them in their age.

93. Rangers are needed to keep the folks out who violate
common sense, light fires, leave trash and spoil this
wonderful place needlessly.
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118. Being able to go on a long distance hike or bike
experience.
119. The Back Country Unit should be for those wanting
to get away from the tourist frenzy and get some
peaceful back country camping and hiking in. The
priority should be connecting trails to wilderness
areas, not over used parks like Garrapata SP
120. Preserve Open Space
121. I think what concerns me the most is camping and
the potential for fires. It’s difficult to balance the
access/use of the area and the fire risk. We probably
can’t prohibit camping in certain areas, and the size of
the Back Country is probably too large to patrol with
just one ranger.
122. Strongly support development of mountain biking
usable trail system.
123. Extension of hiking oppportunities are a major
improvement. Camping/Rustic Overnight facilities
are also something to look forward too.
124. Hiking Connectivity is most important.
125. To leave it alone as much as possible
126. No dogs
127. Keep it wild
128. Please provide oversight to ensure user safety and
adherence to rules to help prevent fire and other
damage to the environment and local residents.
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ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 6
QUESTION 6 : GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE BACK
COUNTRY UNIT DESIGN?

19. I only feel the need for onsite rangers to patrol full
time if there are rustic camping sites installed.

ONLINE SURVE Y

20. Please do not use trails for bikers and equestrians.
These two activities do not mix. There are many
many accidents occurring when you mix these two;
horses and riders are usually the group being hurt.
Bikers travel at high speed with little time to react
in some circumstances. Other parks have trails
dedicated to equestrians and trails dedicated to
bikers. Hikers can use both trail systems.

1.

Please open the Back County Unit to public hiking.
It should connect to Mitteldorf and Soberanes. No
camping. It’s too close to Carmel for camping. It
would pose a safety threat to female hikers to have
campers hanging out. It would also pose a HUGE fire
threat if people lit illegal (or legal) fires while camping.

2.

It will be nice to have.

3.

It won’t take that much time, money and effort to
just put in trails that horses, bikes and people can use
for day use only. They are the least intensive uses
because these groups usually stay on the trails and
don’t litter. Campgrounds will draw tourists, who are
overrunning Pt Lobos and could take over this park
as well, as our tourist bureau can’t stop itself from
bringing in more people(money) to our area. This
should be a low key park for locals, not another Pt
Lobos or Big Sur.

4.

Mixed use trails offer benefits to many different
interests rather than just a small segment of the
community that prefer to hike.

5.

Resource preservation ( animal,plant and plant
community) and management (especially non-native
plant control) scientific research and controlled day
hiking in this unit are, in my opinion, most appropriate
and important in this unit.

6.

7.

If the Park District could recruit sufficient resources,
and no conflicts precluded any of the elements of the
Back Country Unit Preferred Alternative, then I would
support all 7 elements. I checked the 3 elements
that I feel are the highest priority, and therefore “like
the most.”
I also would like the rustic camping (to include pack
animals) but would need full-time enforcement to
reduce fire risk.

8.

The more camping the better!

9.

Horses and mountain bikes do not mix. The danger
of accidents is real. Mountain bikers on hiking trails
often are a danger to hikers.

10. Wonderful.
11.

I like the idea of more camping options

12. great idea!!!
13. must be dog-friendly
14. I hope you get funded properly. Read number 5
above for some other comments.
15. Continue its historic use for cattle grazing
16. I think it would be nice to share the trails with horses,
dogs, hikers, and bycicles
17.

With the “permanent” bond passage yielding funding,
permanent ranger protection in back country needs
inclusion. Let’s get on with it!

18. Dogs should be leashed unless in the designated off
leash area
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21. Great as long as equestrian staging area are available
for trail use.
22. NO CAMPING/NO FIRES PERMITTED
23. I have ridden horses extensively in the back country
of the Sierra sharing the trails compatibly with hikers
and occasionally mountain bikers. I have never seen
an inconsiderate equestrian or hiker. It is very fun
to greet & share words with the hikers. In fact I
think hikers (especially those with children) enjoy
and appreciate the experience of seeing the horses
on the trail. Again, running into mountain bikes can
sometimes disrupt the serenity of the environment.
But the bikers are considerate and either slow down
or pull off. If not, a little friendly educational moment
helps and all are understanding. I’m excited about the
potential opportunity to access this area.
24. I am unable to walk much due to a disability, please
allow horse access.
25. Ranger patrols likely recommended, but not inresidence. Emergency access always best by
helicopter, not roads, which would encourage drug
trafficking.
26. Simplify the plan.
27. See prior. Open up the ranch roads
28. No campfires, fire pits, or anything fire related!
29. I’m sorry horse people but it’s really annoying that we
have to pick up dog waste but nothing is done with
horse poo. This is why I prefer not to allow horses.
30. Prefer not as this type of use can be easily abused
31. I would be in favor or minimal infrastructure. Just
open up the existing trails for low-impact usage.
32. Get to it
33. Please preserve and maintain its remote quality. I’ve
ridden horseback over all the Palo Corona, gathered
cattle, checked fences and water troughs. The
sounds and sights of Nature are wondrous to behold.
Please keep it that way for future generations.
34. If doing research & educational outreach, why
wouldn’t there be interpretative signage, etc?
35. I don’t think mountain biking should be allowed on
equestrian/pedestrian trails
36. I like the general direction that the preferred
alternative is going.
37. No dogs!
38. Leave it be as a natural setting with permit hiking
since some are making fires etc and are not
respectful of nature leaving trash and a big footprint .

ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 6
QUESTION 6 : ONLINE SURVE Y

39. There is an abundance of unmanaged and unpoliced
public lands in Monterey County that increase the
threat of wildfires to lives, property, and resources.
The Park District should not have purchased this land
if it cannot manage and police it. Sell it back into
private ownership if you do not have the money to
maintain the land and police it.
40. need some tick management
41. I would want mountain bike trails to be separate or
limited because of the erosion they cause and the
safety issues around mixing mountain bikes and
hikers.
42. Keep it as undeveloped as possible
43. mountain bikes and equestrian use can degrade the
terrain and overall experience; allowing permitted
overnight camping would necessitate fulltime
staffing...expensive and questionable, especially due
to potential careless mistakes of campers in region in
past
44. I think a major goal should be to preserve the
environment and not subject the area to over-use.
45. I really don’t want Mountain bikes back there.
46. If there are trail connection through the preserve,
how does the general public access it? What do
connections into the backcountry look like?
47. Connectivity leverages the investment in the areas
parks and could unify the management of the
ecosystem more effectively.
48. flushless-toilet and water would be nice
49. Please no camping due to fire danger!
50. Will there be group camping areas, separate from
individual camping areas? So that we don’t hike all
the way in, only to find a large, noisy group nearby for
the whole weekend?
51. Would dogs be allowed or are there loose cows in
the backcountry area also?

a ways to get to fort ord for mountain biking and it
would be magical if I could park at Rancho Canada
and hit the trails of local Palo Corona. I know that
mountain bikers can be a little bit menacing on multiuse trails for hikers and horse riders, but I would
encourage a bell-only mountain bike policy if that is
an issue for hikers. Mountain bikers would have to
have a bell on their handlebars when going downhill
so hikers can hear them flying down the mountain.
But I know I can speak for other mountain bikers as
well in this; we would be totally stoked to ride the
backcountry of Palo Corona even if we had to strap
a hundred ringing bells to our backpack. Anything
for those beautiful coastal vistas. The bells are very
cheap and can be heard from a long ways away. I
beg of thee. For the people. Mountain biking, hiking,
equestrian, and backpacking in the backcountry of
Palo Corona. Bring the joy to our lives.
58. No Camping!!!! The risk of fire is too great!!!
59. Hiking trails.
60. It appears to be similar in concept to the major tracks
managed by the Department of Conservation in New
Zealand, as least as far as permit-based backpacking
is concerned. That is best practice in my opinion.
61. Please please please consider actually consulting
someone to make these facilities disability accessible.
Right now disabled access is poor or nonexistent
sat many area resources so myself, my family, my
dog cannot use these at all. Fully 20% of the US
population is disabled - please include these folks in
your planning so we can use the supposedly public
areas that we help pay for with our tax dollars just like
everyone else.
62. Anything that could involve fire of any kind (overnight
camping, especially) should include ranger presence
to assure fire-safe practices, given our high fire
vulnerability.
63. A staff of full time rangers is an expensive proposal.
64. Keep it simple- hiking trails only

52. Access, access, access. Too much of the parkland
is still virtually locked up and unavailable for hiking
without much hassle.

65. Keep it wild and natural.

53. Please allow Clint Eastwood to make another million
dollars while he is still a local.

67. As per the above comment: Until you have adequate
personnel and a conservation ecologist on staff, the
back country should only be open on a limited basis
and monitored.

54. Ensure that parking is provided away from the
Rancho Canada building for hiking, backpacking, offroad mountain biking and horse trailers.
55. I am not sure mountain biking is compatible with trail
hiking
56. Do allow a reasonable amount of back-country
backpack-camping spots. It is along way in there.
57. Access to this backcountry unit would be awesome.
Palo Corona is in between all of the awesome parks
we have on the coast here and it would be amazing
to be able to loop these parks together for big
backpacking trips, trail runs, or mountain bike rides. I
am a mountain biker, runner and hiker. I have to drive
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66. connectivity with trails of Mitteldorf, Garrapata, and
entrance at San Jose Creek are EXCELLENT

68. If you do not make it accessible to mountain bikes,
then very few people will end up using the back
country.
69. Keep it as pristine as possible. Remember, humans
are only visitors - hopefully not invaders - no
commercial ventures/zip lines/etc.
70. Access with oversight. People may be inclined to
break the rules of safe use if they know ther is no
one to enforce them.
71. Allow bikes to pass through the park and connect to
the bike trail from East to West,River Bank trail to

ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 6
QUESTION 6 : ONLINE SURVE Y

highway 1.The road /trail system is already in place
and would be appropriate mixed use with little or no
impact to the park as is.
72. State parks does not allow mountain bikes or
equestrians at Garrapata or San Jose Creek - those
trail connectors will need signing or fencing at the
MPRPD/state park boundary that prevents these
uses on state park property. Be careful, I am a
mountain biker and the mountain bike community
cant wait until the Palo Corona is open. a percentage
of irresponsible riders will go off trail. My graduate
research looked at mountain bike impacts to
vegetation, hydrology, soils, stream embeddedness
and losss of steelhead habitat, trail incision and
impacts from concentrating and conveying runoff
via the trail to creeks and wetlands. These parks I
studied in 1991 are to this day struggling to get a
handle on how to reverse these impacts. WHile
I love to mountain bike I do stay on roads/trails.
Depending on trail layout and soil type I would highly
recommend that mountain bikes NOT be allowed
during rain and depending on soil moisture conditions
would not let mountain bikes ride until soil conditions
dry out thereby preventing unnecessary erosion,
vegetation damage etc. If you see initial signs of off
trail riding you have to get on top of it immediately.
Annadel state park has 23 miles of illegal trails and
you may want to go see what they are dealing with
at Annadel. I understand that IMBA wants all parks
opened to mtn bikes. Assess your trails well, some
may not warrant this type of use while roads typically
do.
73. This is Great! How soon can we get into the back
country?
74. Is Rancho San Carlos Road a public road? If yes, trail
connections to back country would also help to make
this area accessible to more people.
75. Youth Rustic Campground for Middle School & High
School age only.
76. Its nice to have alternative routes for rescue and
options where to start if you are coming from the
south.
77. Let’s get this done fast! The back country is the most
remarkable part of this park!
78. Please don’t allow overnight camping due to fire
danger!
79. Camping = FIRE danger
80. Camping activities have potential for miss use and
difficulty regulating.
81. I would not like to see mountain bikes up there.
Native flora priority would not be served with
mountain bike access.
82. To leave the land alone
83. The fewer amenities the better for the camping spots.
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - FRONT RANCH UNIT

FRONT RANCH UNIT - PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION
The Preferred Alternative for the Front Ranch Unit maintains the park’s existing hiking trails, and proposes multi-use
access to the Back Country Unit as well as a potential future connection to Carmel River State Beach. The plan also
identifies a few areas for day-use and educational programming.

PROPOSED USES

• Trail connection and access from the Rancho Cañada Unit
• Multi-use trail access to Back Country Unit with speed control measures for safety
• Potential future multi-use trail connection to Carmel River State Beach
• Repurpose Barn for interpretive uses and site for potential youth educational over-night programs
• Exploring options for potential sites for horse trailer staging area to access Back Country Unit
• Continued special permits for community and non-profit events/fundraisers
• Closing vehicular parking on Hwy 1 (parking lot for special use only)
• Pedestrian access from neighborhoods to continue
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 7
QUESTION 7: WHAT ELEMENTS OF THE FRONT RANCH UNIT PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DO YOU LIKE THE
BEST? (CHOOSE UP TO 3)

Public Workshop
Multi-use trail access to Back Country (unpaved)

49.4%

Alternative multi-use connector route up Inspiration Point to Back Country (unpaved)

23.4%

Future multi-use trail connection to Carmel River State Beach (paved)

66.2%

Hiking Trails (community trails and connector trails - unpaved)
Day-use activities (picnic, interpretive signs)

61.0%
3.9%

Repurpose Barn for interpretive and educational use

18.2%

Continued special permits for community and nonprofit events/fundraisers at Barn

27.3%

Youth educational over-night programs at Barn

24.7%

Horse trailer staging area to access Back Country (location TBD
Closing public vehicular access to Hwy 1 entrance (pedestrian access allowed, parking lot for
special use only)
0.0%

11.7%
2.6%
10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Online Survey
Multi-Use Trail Access to Back Country Unit (Unpaved)

46.0%

Alternative Multi-Use Connector Route up Inspiration Point to Back Country Unit
(Unpaved)

27.0%

Potential Future Multi-Use Trail Connection to Carmel River State Beach (Unpaved)

36.1%

Hiking Trails (Community Trails and Connector Trails - Unpaved)

64.2%

Day-Use Activities (Picnic, Interpretive Signage, etc.)

28.4%

Repurpose Barn for Interpretive and Educational Use

23.8%

Continued Special Permits for Community and Non-Profit Events/Fundraisers at Barn

13.8%

Youth Educational Over-Night Programs at Barn

12.3%

Horse Trailer Staging Area to Access Back Country Unit (Location TBD)

14.7%

Closing Public Vehicular Access at Highway 1 Entrance (Pedestrian Access Allowed,
Existing Parking Lot for Special Use Only)

14.4%

Other (please specify)
0.0%
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 7
QUESTION 7: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIF Y)

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

I really do not want a multi-use trail to the
backcountry. From my experience hiking in many
areas where mountain bikers are allowed, I have
found that a sizable number of them. 1) goes off trail,
2)make their own trails, jumps, berms etc, 3) disturb
wildlife, and otherwise do unnecessary natural
resource damage. My issue with horse use in the
backcountry is the uncontrolled and unenforcable
spread of invasive weeds from horse poop. Also
hiking along trails through horse poop and pee is
discussing. I encounter this enough at Garland,
Andrew Molera and other places.

18. Wildfire fuel reduction work, fuelbreaks, firebreaks,
and On-Site Ranger Staff to Patrol Park Full-Time to
prevent another Soberanes Fire like Catastrophe
19. Sorry -- I don’t want to limit it to three. I want public
hiking, a connection to the beach, and use of the barn
for educational programs and youth overnights.
20. Connector trails leverage open space investment.
21. As you saw, many of your users are seniors; others
are families with very young children. There is a
great need for parking in this area. We do NOT want
to be relegated to Rancho Canada only!
22. Make it a golf course.

2.

must be dog-friendly

23. Continue use of Club house for Catered Events

3.

The star for day-use improvements to the barn
with picnic area and youth educational camping is
large. The front field areas are permit access only,
and that includes also the part of the Vista Lobos
trail in the front field area (you have not noted that
on any of your maps as you know) as well as some
of Gregg’s Hill. I am concerned about increased
noise (noise travels up) and danger of fire if there is
cooking (to say nothing of illegal smoking) in the day
use of the barn and overnight camping. The barn is
an M.J.Murphy barn that should stay as an historic
reminder of the past, part of the elements that
make the Palo Corona unique. *Overnight student
programs at or near the barn require MPRPD staff
oversight, and this needs to be considered as the
Park District has a limited staff.

24. Maintain public access parking in the safest manner
@ or near Hwy1, perhaps at Barn.

4.

Possible separate trails for horses and bikes..

5.

Hard to choose only 3. Whatever plan should
encourage the public to hike and picnic in the park.
There should be equestrian trails of some kind to
allow access to horses in some areas. Please include
education and interpretation. Thanks.

6.

FULL PUBLIC USE OF THE LAND LIKE THE PUBLIC
OWNS IT

7.

It is important to maintain the existing hiking trails,
would be great to connect this area to CRSB!

8.

horse trails and parking around the old golf areas. not
just back counrty horse trails

9.

no bikes on pedestrian trails

10. no zip lines or attractions

25. Please consider making trails paved or at least
smooth so wheelchair users can use these at all
26. No horses ! Their “droppings” is a mess on trails
and they don’t have to pick up like dogs owners do !
27. Everything beyond the first 4 or 5 uses may be
beyond the scope of the district. Keep it simple.
28. this is confusing -- first two items -- IF bikes and
horses are to be in back country, I prefer they use
their own trail up to Inspiration Point
29. You say TBD on the horse trailer staging area. It
should go somewhere on the Rancho Canada
property or the trailers will visually dominate the
landscape on the Palo Corona. I am opposed to
mountain bikes and to any multi-use that includes
mountain bikes. To repurpose the barn, you would
need grants and need to go through the permitting
process. I am concerned about noise and heavy use
of the barn area. Community or Non-Profit fundraisers should be held at Ranch Canada, not at the
historic barn.
30. The potential multi use trail connection to Carmel
River Beach is not acceptable. That area is a
preserve and bird sanctuary. It floods as it should
with lots of rain. Not good use of funds. It would
negatively impact the nearby residents who already
contend with traffic concerns.
31. Keep Hwy 1 parking as is.

12. MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS

32. There needs to be a trail/path from Hi way 1 to River
Bank Trail entrance on the East. Access through the
park for bikes will keep riders off the very busy and
dangerous Hiway 1, Rio Rd.and Carmel Rancho Rd.

13. Please keep accessible routes for equestrian travel
AWAY FROM THE BIKES!!!

33. Multi use trail which includes dogs on leash and bikes
connection to Carmel River State Beach !!!

14. Again, I say, stop this overkill. Please let us old folks
continue to use Rancho Canado for our events. We
too enjoy the setting.

34. Preserve Open Space

11.

do not mix bike, hike, dogs. horse ...very dangerous.....
do not creare another PG REC TRAIL

15. Maintain the restaurant at the old Club House
16. Please, no bikes.
17.

Less is better and by permit only...
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35. For mountain biking access
36. Vehicular access from hey one 3-4 cars only
hurts no one . Why should neighbors only have
pedestrian access. It is funded with tax money not
neighborhood money.
37. Catering and local clubs meeting site
38. No dogs

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 8
QUESTION 8 : ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT
THE ELEMENTS FROM THE FRONT RANCH UNIT
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE THAT YOU LIKE THE
MOST?

26. Southbank trail on southside of trail - fence could stay.
Take down fence on north side of trail

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

28. Make more use of the river for observation and
education.

27. Allow dogs off leash on trails.

1.

Quality of the landscape has been compromised by
historic use. Restoration around trails will hopefully
improve it.

2.

There should be bicycle access via the west entrance.

3.

There should be a multi-use loop in the Front Rach

31. More trails. Dedicate an areas for the Esselen Tribe
to pray

4.

Show distance to beach

32. Dogs on leash should be permitted on all paved trails!

5.

Explain pedestrian access issues near Monastery
Beach

33. Biggest economic impact for area? Job creation?

6.

How will cyclists get from Front to trails and still
have access to restrooms without leaving bike too far
away.

35. I support fenced off -leash dog parks and trails
allowing dogs!

7.

(Purple dotted line) The single track would be both for
bikes and the horses.

8.

We need to continue use of the Rancho Canada
building for on-site catered meals for meeting.

9.

Need area for parking

10. Need area for parking
11.

Since there is limited parking at Carmel River S.B. the
multi-use trail is a good idea and improves access

29. Restore to appearance of a natural floodplain
30. Trails to be dog friendly - works at Garland Park

34. Please allow dogs on trails.

36. I support using barn for use by non-profits and
planned habitat restoration.
37. No paved paths to Carmel River Beach
38. Please keep nature first!
39. Some mountain bike only trails
40. Repurpose white barn for interpretive and educational
use.
41. No camping

12. Connecting it to Pt Lobos - this would be key.

42. No dogs off leash

13. Art exposition

43. Interface of Carmel River environment with slopes,
riparian re-establishment and fire protection

14. Parking lot should be opened when left hand turn
lane in place
15. Future trail connection (paved) on Big Sur Land Trust
property not feasible or compatible with the Carmel
River FREE project. Should reflect planned unpaved
trails. (Add project area to your maps)
16. Why is large dog area smaller than small-dog area?
Will on-leash dogs be allowed on trails?
17.

Disc golf seems like a terrible idea; more walking
trails.

18. Will golf cart roads be the “paved” trails?
19. Will Front Ranch Unit access be limited to Rancho
Canada?
20. The art.
21. Multi-use connector trail would cut through pristine
oak woodland! Please do not do this!!
22. Restoration of ponds to favor CA red-legged frogs
and discourage bullfrogs and non-native fish.
23. Actively monitor and prevent expansion of new
weeds.
24. Actively plan and manage portion of Front Ranch
not in map (near Hwy 1) some of the highest quality
grassland and bulb fields in state.
25. Restoration/greenhouse/plant propagation area including areas for volunteers. Return of the native
- bringing community into restoration process. These
should happen early.
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44. Protection of rare grasslands along Hwy 1
45. Removal of invasive bullfrogs and fish from ponds

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

Equestrian access should be a priority

2.

Does using the parking lot mean access is by permit
only? I would like to access the parking lot freely.

3.

Trail connecting to River State Beach. Awesome!

4.

Because the Multi-Use Trail Access-to-the-BackCountry would provide a very efficient connection
for people who come in from Highway 1 to get to
Inspiration Point, a much more efficient alignment for
the Alternative Multi-Use Connector up to Inspiration
Point arises from the recognition that this Connector
has the potential to be a great, environmentally
sensitive shortcut from Rancho Canada to Inspiration
Point; my inspection of good topo maps show that
a much more efficient alignment could start up the
ridge almost immediately after the trail from Rancho
Canada reaches the south side of the river. The Multiuse Trail should be UNpaved in the river’s floodplain
(say the 10-year or 20-year floodplain), in cooperation
with the intent to exclude paved trails from the part
of the flood plain that is bounded by the Front Ranch,
the River, and Highway 1. Dispersed Picnic Areas are
shown at locations that appear to be only accessible
by trails -- Will it be feasible to get picnic-table

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 8
QUESTION 8 : ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED

can get away from crowds of people if you hike/ride
in far enough.

materials to these locations and to deal with trash
generated at these locations?”

20. FULL PUBLIC USE LIKE THE PUBLIC OWNS IT

5.

#4 above and #2 would also be great. All good
choices

22. Equestrian and hiking trail access

6.

These uses are going to be the easiest on the land
and the locals - it will be like Garland Park, which is
simple and inclusive and works.

7.

A horse trailer parking area would be an ideal
additional feature as the trucks with trailers would
benefit from having longer parking spaces.

8.

Keeping open space instead of filling with too many
activities, traffic access & parking issues and the
real danger of increased fire hazard. We have have
already experienced fire close at hand.

9.

Eliminate large group access and overnight camping
because of the issues of overlighting and over use of
this very visible natural wild area. Keep large groups
and camping on Rancho Canada property only.

10. Thrilled you are considering horse trailer parking.
Thank you...would be pitiful if an old cattle ranch
retrofitted not to allow horses throughout.
11.

Safe parking area must be provided off of Highway
1.

21. Survey: good thing, but... Let’s get on with it!
23. Parking areas for horse trailers
24. Parking (limited) off Hwy. 1 within Front Ranch Unit.
No general public vehicles beyond designated parkjng
area.
25. It’s difficult to choose only 3 elements fro above
list. In addition to what I’ve chosen, education &
interpretive use is an important tool for protecting
the future of our lands & wildlife. Also, any future
additional trail connections for any type of use is
desirable.
26. prefer trails for equestrians
27. I don’t like the proposed connector to Carmel
State Beach, unless it’s equestrian/hiking use only,
and connects to the alternative multi-use trail to
Inspiration point.
28. Opening this area to the general public will help
reduce overcrowding at other nearby park areas, like
Point Lobos and Garapata.
29. Get all cars off of Highway 1.

12. Camping, please! Carmel has zero camping
opportunities. The closest camping is Molera,
Veterans Park, and Laguna Seca. Please provide
permit camping with a season for local zip codes
only.

30. Please let the Rancho Canada facility continue
to function as a meeting place for the various
organizations in the community which like to host
luncheons and lectures there -- clubs, churches,
weddings, etc. PLEASE!

13. My dream is a pedestrian trail from cv village to
Carmel river beach!

31. Maintain the restaurant at the old Club House

14. Connection to Carmel River State Beach
15. I”m not familiar with the particular areas, but support
strongly all equestrian usages
16. dog-friendly
17.

Is there a way to work with other agencies to
establish a safe pedestrian route between a nearby
MST bus stop and the potential multi-use connector
to Carmel River State Beach?

18. You indicated that the horse trailer staging area will
be determined in the future, and then posited at one
point it would be on the Palo Corona. Horse trailers
pulled by trucks occupy a big space. Is there any
space on the Rancho Canada property? Will there
be reservations for space, or just first come, first
served? Cattle trucks/trailers and equipment also
need significant space.
19. Thanks for getting public input and considering many
different uses. See comments in 7... including
education, interpretation, equestrian, and, yes, the
trails should be interconnected and hikers should be
allowed to get to the beach. I agree there should be
supervision by some sort of park personnel, possibly
with added help from volunteers? This is a wonderful
opportunity to have an accessible park that is truly
large enough to feel like you are in the woods and
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32. I would like to see the existing country club building
kept and maintained for public meetings and
gatherings.
33. I also think re-purpose of the barn is very
important.
34. just keep those horses out :)
35. I still have not visited Palo Corona because I have
dogs. Can there be enough rangers to police dogs
off leash so you can allow us law-abiding dog owners
to hike with dogs on leash?
36. Keep it simple: dog-friendly trails, minimal
infrastructure.
37. “No horses should be allowed - too much poop. No
bikes should be allowed as they ruin the trails.“
38. “I like the day use activities at that location, however,
think we’d still need trails, and love the idea of being
able to hike to Carmel River State Beach.
39. Access for horseback riding, hiking, but no bikes.
40. Leave it be...
41. There is an abundance of unmanaged and unpoliced
public lands in Monterey County that increase the
threat of wildfires to lives, property, and resources.
The Park District should not have purchased this land
if it cannot manage and police it. Sell it back into

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 8
QUESTION 8 : ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED
private ownership if you do not have the money to
maintain the land and police it.
42. so where are people supposed to park? not clear
43. I like the idea of having a trail with a rustic
campground for backpacking.
44. No dogs. Like POint Lobos
45. continued pedestrian access from
neighborhoodcommunities
46. Please keep existing access at highway 1 (even if by
permit only).
47. Most people don’t own horses. More of the public
is served by hiking trails included families and older
adults, all ages and wider range of abilities.
48. I am also enthusiastic about creating an unpaved trail
to Carmel River Beach. Yes! And youth overnight
programs at the barn would be excellent.
49. passive use, no organized sports or events
50. I would just like to re-emphasize the need for
regularly available parking in the Front Ranch area.
Please, please, please!

would also be great. I love riding into town with my
family for lunch and this has recently been cutoff
which is a real bummer. Access to the Palo Corona
backcountry would be an absolute dream come true.
I don’t know what limitations you are working in but I
would be happy to speak about these bells with you
if necessary. Please allow backpacking and mountain
biking, and hiking, and horses, all that family fun. My
number is xxx-xxx-xxxx if you would like to call about
this. thanks! I have samples of the bells too.
58. Hiking trails, interpretative signs and access are
important to me. As little impact as possible to
environment.
59. Again please take time to consider making this
disability accessible - it is mentioned nowhere and
unpaved options only show it hasn’t even been
considered. Again this is 1 in 5 of your friends,
family, neighbors and tax base. Please don’t exclude
them.
60. Let her rip.
61. No horses....messy “droppings” on trails not good !
62. Limited picnic areas, a few benches at scenic points
and well marked trails.

51. Any element that would no longer require obtaining a
permit in advance.

63. In my experience, bikes and hikers are an unpleasant
mix for hikers.

52. Make it a golf course.

64. none

53. Ensure there is plenty of parking near this white barn
in the location specified.

65. Please leave this area as natural and untouched as
possible.

54. I also support Youth Educational Over-Night Programs
& Horse Trailer Staging area

66. Yes, hiking trails! Keep it simple- hiking trails only are
the best option. Think Garland park.

55. public restrooms

67. I see no reason for connector trails. Keeping track of
people in the park is very important as the potential
to get lost or go into back country and attempt
camping and fires is too great a risk.

56. Eliminating all day use parking access near Hwy 1 is
irresponsibly ‘NIMBY’ and fails to serve the majority
of elder tax paying constituent that fund MPRPD,
who will want day use access at that point. Allowing
overnight/long term parking for back-country trek/
camping only at the large paved parking lot at the
main [exRCGC] facility is a reasonable restriction.
57. Anything with multi-use access to the backcountry
unit is preferred. Living in quail lodge, I would love
to be able to hop on my bike from my house and
get into the backcountry of Palo Corona easily.
Mountain bikers are often feared by hikers for good
reason, bikes move at sometimes 40 mph downhill
and hikers are on the same trails. A solution to this
problem is bells on the handlebars of bikes. These
bells ring constantly when the bike hits a bump and
can be heard from far away. Requiring these 10
dollar bells would hopefully protect trail access for
mountain bikers and make hikers feel more safe. I
feel like that is a great solution to the problem. I
can speak for all mountain bikers here; we would
do anything to be able to ride up in Palo Corona
and enjoy those beautiful vistas on the mountain
tops. It would be an absolute dream. And in addition
to that, a trail connecting into carmel river beach
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68. connectivity of hiking trails my first consideration -- to
Whisler-Wilson soon as possible!
69. No large parking lot on Highway #1, limited private
Permit parking
70. Keep all areas as pristine as can be. Have plenty of
oversight.
71. No parking on Hwy 1 is a very good idea. No special
permits (noise) in out door areas. Not good for
nature or nearby neighborhoods.
72. Please consider a bike trail/path through the park
so cyclists won’t have to travel Carmel Valley rd,Rio
rd.,Carmel rancho blvd.just to go around Palo Corona.
This is the time to connect hi way 1 and River Bank
trail.
73. Carmel River State Beach is the second richest
migratory songbird area/riparian - coastal lagoon in
the state. Placing horses and mtn. bikes here is not
in our general plan. Trails at CRSB will be for wildlife
viewing and hiking only. FYI

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 8
QUESTION 8 : ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED
74. The multi use trail, that includes dogs on leash and
bikes, connecting Palo Corona to Carmel River State
Beach
75. My comment is about the “backcountry” and
potential camping. Fire is a major concern. If any
camping is permitted, I assume no flame will
be allowed of any kind, including gas stoves for
cooking.
76. I think the plan should be to open up the are to the
most user groups.
77. There needs to be adequate parking.
78. Access to the backcountry.
79. Mountain biking trails would be nice
80. Full mountain biking access
81. Hiking only access. Not mountain bikes or horses.
Connector to other parks is good.
82. Leave the land as it is.
83. keep it wild as much as possible
84. Please supply adequate staff to ensure user safety
and protect the environment. Please, no dogs... for
the sake of the grazing cattle.
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ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 9
QUESTION # 9 : ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE
FRONT RANCH UNIT DESIGN?

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

I don’t want to see bikes or dogs inside the unit.

2.

If the Park District could recruit sufficient resources,
and no conflicts precluded any of the elements of
the Front Ranch of Unit Preferred Alternative, then
I would support all 10 elements. I checked the 3
elements that I feel are the highest priority, and
therefore “like the most.”

3.

17.

horse trails not over run by hikers and bikes. on
weekends it is bad to ride horses because of all the
hikers and dogs

18. Again, please don’t mix equestrian and bike trails.
They should be separated.
19. I think this unit will get a lot of general public use
and appears to be a perfect area for the proposed
interpretative & educational opportunities. I really like
the idea of the youth camping. All help teach how to
preserve & appreciate nature.

Keep it simple and let nature be respected, but
not shut away, from people who know how to use
trails without trashing them or the land around themlike horseback riders, hikers and many mountain
bikers. Dogs are ok on trails as well, as riders in
Garland usually have no problem with dogs off leash
around their horses. We are used to them and they
desensitize our horses to scary things, which is a
good thing. Same with bikes

20. in favor of resources for students

4.

It would also be nice to have water available for the
animals in the parking area and on the trail. This
could be used for horses and dogs too.

5.

Multi use trail into carmel river state beach not good
because in major flood plain, which is within the
carmel free project zone and a great birding area.

25. Although I did not mark the Educational use of barn,
I really like the idea. I will always choose hiking trails
first. Repurposing for interpretive and educational use
would have been my 4th choice.

21. The Barn is a possibility, with access via permit only,
day use only.
22. Stop the nonsense. Let us be.
23. Maintain the restaurant at the old Club House.
24. Picture captions are very small, which makes it hard
to read. In the future, consider using a larger font.

26. Add more parking, parking at Corona is veru tough as
is

6. “Strongly object to overnight camping in front area
and expanded use of barn. This will impact current
viewsheds from a wide range of community visits.

27. Maintain its beauty for hikers and horseback
riders. The slower pace of walking or riding affords
opportunities for quiet observation.

7.

28. Leave it as is...

Our neighborhoods and others will organize to
oppose further development beyond nature related
day use, except in back country. Rancho Canada
already offers many activity opportunities as well as
auto access and parking. “

8.

Keep it wild

9.

Like any and all unpaved trails proposed for hiking
and equestrian; probably should have a couple of the
narrow, scary ones solely for mountain bikes so they
aren’t left out but also so that the testosterone-filled
youngsters can blow off steam without killing the
slower travelers.

10. There is so much land there. Couldn’t we at least
provide backpacking camping?
11. The barn should be used for educational events, not
for community fundraisers or special events.
12. must be dog-friendly
13. Looks like you’re doing good work. I am concerned
about roadbank erosion on the section of Palo Corona
Trail leading to Inspiration Point.
14. Funding is important! Get the locals behind this park
and its potential. What other large parks in the State
have had lots of support and are used by locals and
non-locals? What did the successful parks do that
might be applicable to this park?

29. There is an abundance of unmanaged and unpoliced
public lands in Monterey County that increase the
threat of wildfires to lives, property, and resources.
The Park District should not have purchased this land
if it cannot manage and police it. Sell it back into
private ownership if you do not have the money to
maintain the land and police it.
30. Many of the listed alternatives sound almost the
same. This survey may not produce useful results.
31. The lower part of this property has seen a lot of
human impact already and could be used for more
public purposes. However, the Palo Corona trail
seems very remote to me and so may want to limit
access still.
32. adding mountain bikes, horses, and dogs on “multiuse” trails is not preferred
33. Still concerned about people/dogs-though
unpermitted I expect they will be there sometimes
anyway and cattle. My vote is for the cattle.
34. Connection to Carmel River may bring more people
into the park and allow a greater connection to
opportunities to enjoy the natural area.
35. please be sure can get to sobranes and to mittledorf
from front ranch

15. to much of Monterey county is taken off the tax rolls
without public use

36. NO mountain bikes! They will cut up the park into
millions of trails just like Fort Ord...

16. Multi use trail system and connection to adjacent park
lands

37. Even on winter weekends now, there are MANY
users on nearly all the local trails. Please plan for
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ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 9
QUESTION # 9 : ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE
FRONT RANCH UNIT DESIGN?

ONLINE SURVE Y
use by local residents as well as visitors. You will
probably need more staff, more first aid supplies,
more potable water, and more restroom facilities than
you expect.
38. Seems unfortunate to give up vehicle access from
Hwy 1
39. Make it a golf course.
40. Recreational & Educational focus on the Carmel River
41. Access MUST include some Day Use Parking off
Hwy 1, but can exclude overnight/long term and be
limited in area/spaces available.
42. Anything with multi-use access to the backcountry
unit is preferred. Living in quail lodge, I would love
to be able to hop on my bike from my house and
get into the backcountry of Palo Corona easily.
Mountain bikers are often feared by hikers for good
reason, bikes move at sometimes 40 mph downhill
and hikers are on the same trails. A solution to this
problem is bells on the handlebars of bikes. These
bells ring constantly when the bike hits a bump and
can be heard from far away. Requiring these 10
dollar bells would hopefully protect trail access for
mountain bikers and make hikers feel more safe. I
feel like that is a great solution to the problem. I
can speak for all mountain bikers here; we would
do anything to be able to ride up in Palo Corona
and enjoy those beautiful vistas on the mountain
tops. It would be an absolute dream. And in addition
to that, a trail connecting into carmel river beach
would also be great. I love riding into town with my
family for lunch and this has recently been cutoff
which is a real bummer. Access to the Palo Corona
backcountry would be an absolute dream come true.
I don’t know what limitations you are working in but I
would be happy to speak about these bells with you
if necessary. Please allow backpacking and mountain
biking, and hiking, and horses, all that family fun. My
number is xxx-xxx-xxxx if you would like to call about
this. thanks! I have samples of the bells too.
43. See prior comments - disability access really should
be included and isn’t.
44. No horses.....messy “droppings” on trails not good !
45. Make it happen in my lifetime.
46. Separate trails for multiple users (e.g., bicyclist,
equestrian, hikers).
47. The district’s mission is to “preserve & protect open
space” not camping barns and an equestrian park.
Please Keep it simple- hiking trails only.
48. I love the idea of using the barn for education and
especially for kids. This is wonderful and easily done
and contained.
49. looks great
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50. Keep all areas as pristine as can be. Have plenty of
oversight. Still sorry to see development of Rancho
Canada with housing.
51. Seems those in favor of a dog park have already
gotten together to select the location and gain your
support. Please give as much consideration to the
people who live near and visit the area so they don’t
need to contend with off leash dogs going to and
from the proposed enclosed area.
52. Won’t the barn still be needed to store hay?
Education can happen at Ranch Canada.
53. I can’t state it enough,connect the South Bank river
trail to hi way 1 entrance. Such a low impact on the
park and a great example of multi use for cyclists.
54. I like removing the Hwy 1 parking also.
55. I’m So Excited!
56. Don’t believe that Closing Access to Hwy 1 is a good
idea.
57. Picnic areas are a must for everyone.
58. San Jose Creek canyon should be opened up to
connect the Whisler Wilson Cabin area to the beach.
The road there, which you guys have been improving
and putting bridges on, is a gorgeous path through
the redwoods and other biomes that uniquely
captures the beauty and diversity of habitat that
makes where we live so special, and it does all that in
less than two miles!
59. Leave it as it is. We don’t need more tourists
60. Keep the clubhouse available for local events, clubs,
catering and weddings.

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - RANCHO CAÑADA UNIT

RANCHO CAÑADA UNIT - PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTION
The Preferred Alternative for the Rancho Cañada Unit focuses on restoration of the former golf course while developing
a varied trail network for hiking and multi-use. The plan also proposes a few areas for more active recreation, including
spaces for outdoor community events and educational programming, and a fenced dog park.

PROPOSED USES

• Riparian corridor and upland restoration

• Fenced, off-leash dog park

• 1000’ wildlife corridor

• CalFire emergency staging area

• Trailheads and network of paved and unpaved trails

• Flexibility for introducing other appropriate uses in the
future

• Trail connection and access to Front Ranch Unit
• Multi-use trails and access to Back Country Unit
(through Front Ranch Unit)
• Outdoor classrooms and interpretive educational
programming
• River overlook area
• Picnic pavilions and dispersed picnicking
• Amphitheater and outdoor gathering space
• Nature play area
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 10
QUESTION 10 : WHAT ELEMENTS OF THE RANCHO CAÑADA UNIT PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DO YOU LIKE
THE BEST? (CHOOSE UP TO 3)

Public Workshop
Multi-use trails (paved)
Community trails (paved)
Connector trails (unpaved)
Trailhead and Kiosks
Picnic Pavilion
Dispersed picnic
Pond Observation dock
Nature play area
Outdoor amphitheater and gathering space
Community use of clubhouse
Fenced, off-leash dog park
Calfire emergency staging area
Wildlife corridor and restoration
Disc Golf
Outdoor classroom pavilion
River overlook

40.3%
32.5%

83.1%

6.5%
6.5%
10.4%
1.3%
10.4%
13.0%
20.8%

3.9%

0.0%

50.6%

84.4%

15.6%
20.0%

189.6%

118.2%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

140.0%

160.0%

180.0%

200.0%

Online Survey
Multi-Use Trails (Paved)
Community Trails (Paved)
Connector Trails (Unpaved)
Trailhead and Kiosks
Picnic Pavilions
Dispersed Picnicking
Pond Observation Dock
Nature Play Area
Outdoor Amphitheater and Gathering Space
Community Use of the Clubhouse
Fenced, Off-Leash Dog Park
CalFire Emergency Staging Area
Wildlife Corridor and Restoration
Outdoor Classroom Pavilion
River Overlook
Other (please specify)
0.0%

31.8%

16.6%

7.4%
5.3%

52.8%

12.5%
10.7%

8.0%

11.3%
21.7%
14.2%

35.3%

4.7%
15.7%
10.0%
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28.8%

19.3%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 10
QUESTION #10 : (OTHER PLEASE SPECIF Y)

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

Continue to use Clubhouse for catered meetings,
events, and fundraisers

2.

It is important to keep things simple and natural.

3.

I have used the trails through this area several times
since the golf course closed, and it is already a nice
peaceful place with many birds and other wildlife, and
has the potential to become an amazing extension of
the carmel River riparian and upland riparian zone that
was there in the past. Could be an great decision and
legacy for the regional parks district.

4.

Many good ideas here --- Cal fire staging area is
also a vital priority Remember that Me Earth already
covers many educational activities very close by

5.

Like most of these activities at Rancho Canada, why
limit us to 3

6.

Community use of the Clubhouse is really important
for civic activities and private functions.

7.

Please provide a space for camping or disc golf

8.

the eastern multiuse trail doesn’t need to be paved.
It is an excellent addition from the south bank trail. A
good mix of benches a la the front ranch.

9.

hard to choose, so many great ideas!

10. Horse trails unpaved?
11. This is an accessible area that will have more
concentrated use, so consider paving some trails
and providing picnic and day use areas that can take
abuse. Restore vegetation.
12. 3 picks is to few. Most of the above look good. Multi
use trails unpaved look good. Horse trails need to be
seperate from multi use because weekend use is so
busy.
13. no paved trails, no bike trails, hiking trails only, no
dogs;
14. equine trails
15. Equestrian stating area.
16. Is there an unpaved trail through this unit for
equestrians to access the front unit? (I wasn’t able
to attend meetings and am unclear if equestrians
would need to use the pa ed multiuse trail in order to
access front unit. Riding on pavement is acceptable.
Unpaved is better.
17.

I kind of like everything suggested

18. I don’t really understand what the “1000’ wildlife
corrider” is all about? Looks useless.
19. WAC meetings
20. Do not remove existing golf pathways, they are great
for young families with children on bikes/trikes. Also
it is pleasent for seniors with wheelchairs or limited
mobility. Third, this website reloads so very slow that
many people will have quit by now.
21. Leave the Rancho Canada Clubhouse and parking AS
IS. Please!
22. Maintain the restaurant at the old Clubhouse
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23. I hate for the community to lose access to the
Clubhouse which has been an ideal gathering place
for social clubs and academic/business events. I
have probably been there ten times a year, usually as
a guest, occasionally as a speaker, and it is a valuable
resource for us all.
24. Would not need the Cal Fire area if the CV airfield
could be saved & not developed.
25. Future use areas
26. would love a few pickle ball courts
27. Picnic area, unpaved connector trails.
28. Don’t pave don’t build structures . Let people obtain
permits. People just leave trash and start fires. Let
the environmental aware get a permit to use the
space.
29. No dog park!
30. Parking
31. I also really like the Nature Play area, the Outdoor
Amphitheater and the overlooks for the pond and
river. It all looks great -- a good blend of public use
and gateway to hiking the Valley but respecting the
wildlife use of the same lands.
32. Many of the other options are also appealing and
seem appropriate to this location.
33. I think the paved golf cart trails should be open to
family biking. Low intensity biking is a crucial link for
those of us with young children.
34. They are all good ideas. LOWEST PRIORITY: pond
and pond-related structures.
35. Make it a golf course.
36. Wish to continue to use Club House for meetings,
events and fundraisers!!
37. Ensure that the Clubhouse continues to offer catered
meals and events for clubs, private parties, weddings
and nonprofits.
38. Fishing Access
39. A bit concerned about having big events at the
clubhouse. Doesn’t keep withing the purpose if the
restoration abd wildlufe protectiin
40. No horses ! “Droppings” mess on trails not
acceptable !
41. Also CalFire emergency staging area, community use
of clubhouse, river overlook
42. Fishing access to the river
43. Pleas no extravagance, no pavilions of amphitheatres,
those would be overstepping the district’s mission.
44. still a bit confused about first 2 items -- hikers must
not be forced off by bikes
45. Please do not overdevelop this area
46. The CalFire staging area is really legitimizing two dog
parks. Use of the club house is great. Amphitheater
not a good idea, it would disturb neighbors and
animals. Trailheads great idea, Kiosks unnecessary.

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 10
QUESTION #10 : (OTHER PLEASE SPECIF Y)

ONLINE SURVE Y
47. I am a bit confused as to the difference between
multi-use trails and community trails
48. community use of Clubhouse should be allowed.
Places for bicycles, especially family groups, but not
mixed with horses.
49. A multi use trail the bikes could use to travel from
South Bank River trail through Palo Corona to hi way
1 would be a great idea for multi use.The distance
is very short and could be implemented with use of
existing ranch roads. Flat low elevation trails work
great at parks like Garland Regional with very little
issues with other mixed use people.
50. As a community we must be ready for major fires/
floods/eartquakes
51. Mountain biking trails from Highway one along river
to Garland Ranch
52. Catering, weddings, and lunches at the clubhouse
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 11
QUESTION 11: ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
ABOUT THE ELEMENTS FROM THE RANCHO
CAÑADA UNIT PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE THAT
YOU LIKE THE MOST?

27. There may be some conflicts between some of the
proposed uses and trails with the priority restoration
areas, hard to tell with these maps.

1.

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

Loved the idea of enhancing those “botanical”
gardens or incorporating into the program

28. It is imperative that a trail network include dogs on
leash within RC, bicycles and mobility restricted
residents to connect to neighborhoods. Many
people’s form of exercise is walking with dog.

2.

Make the disc golf course play along the exterior
boundaries of the park. Less interference with trails
and other activities.

29. Dog access to Rancho Canada Unit (on-leash ok) and
dog access to backcountry.

3.

Be aware of federal and state agencies protection of
threatened Carmel species - may affect “fishing” and
limited access to river by public

4.

The design is perfect for disc golf.

5.

Need to require clean up of dog poop in dog area

6.

Picnic areas by entrance roadway are too close to
roadway. Problems with small children running into
roadway.

30. No disc golf.
31. NO disc golf!!! Being hit in the head or face by a
heavy rubber disc hurts and can be expensive.
32. Do not allow potentially weedy species to be used in
landscaping.
33. Landscape w/local natives. Demonstration garden.
Use plants that support native pollinating insects and
birds.

7.

Identify proposed tree plantings in existing Fairway
areas

8.

Love the soft shoulders

34. Be prepared for flooding. In 1998, nearly all of the
golf course was under water. Not around building
then again, the NW part of golf course will become
homes, which will put added pressure on open land
area.

9.

Like the “low speed” comment for the gold trails

35. I like the idea of native plant nursery!

10. Please require users of the dog parks to pick up their
poop and take it with them. Provide plastic bags
for this on site. Many dog walkers at Garland Park
complain about terrible dog poop smell.
11.

Please eliminate picnic areas in the irrigated mowed
section as we drive in to the parking lot, as even a
six foot nonclimb fence will not keep children off the
road. Very dangerous for families.

12. Move the amphitheatre to an area south of the large
pond, so the noise of amphiteatre and view from the
ball room is not affected.
13. More acreage for a challenging Disc Golf Course
14. More local Native American recognition
15. Re-locate amphitheater
16. Dog park seems small, recommend visiting Quail and
see how nice that works out - lots of room to chase
balls, etc.
17.

Golf disk is too big

18. Dog park is too small
19. Minimize paving
20. Dog park to small
21. Minimize paving
22. The dog park will be popular as there are limited areas
for dogs in parks.
23. Please, no dogs off leash!
24. Like informal family picnic areas in a maintained park
setting.
25. Like play area for kids
26. Maybe add a fitness course.
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36. Thought idea of X country course a sound one
37. Why are multi-use trails paved? I.e. need to be
paved? Why not decomposed granite?
38. Please review toxic elements from golf course
treatments for the past 40(?) years. All chemicals
used in the past are on file with the State of
California
39. Hurry
40. More acres for the disc golf course to coincide with
other opportunities
41. You have done a great job of incorporating community
input into the design, and of presenting it at the
workshop. Thank you!
42. It would be good to have unpaved trails that follow
along both sides of the river, within the riparian zone
(the part of the zone with large trees)
43. Larger disc golf course.
44. Education about local Native Americans.
45. Dog Friendly use
46. With the disc golf course, walking trails next to the
course will be a safety hazard. Flying disc can hurt if
you get hit by one.
47. Disc park within 1000’ wildlife corridor makes no
sense. Do not attract people to corridor.
48. Dogs on leash should be possible everywhere in
Rancho Canada Unit
49. Dog park must be mobility-impaired accessible!
50. Existing parking areas does not seem sufficient
for trail, dog, special event/wedding, district office
employee and visitor parking.

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 11
QUESTION 11: ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
CONTINUED

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

51. Disc golf nice idea
52. No need for beach access under Hwy 1
53. Mt. Bike access
54. Please allow dogs on trails.
55. I support restoration-especially along the river.
56. Please make dog parks larger and use mulch or gravel
(not dirt ground)
57. Allow on-leash access for dogs on all trails.
58. No paved trails 12 feet wide
59. No paved or unpaved trail to Carmel River Beach

elements that I feel are the highest priority, and
therefore “like the most.”
83. Support continued use of Club House by World
Affairs Council
84. Don’t turn it into Pt. Lobos or Big Sur. Respect our
community and the people who are your neighbors.
Don’t do this for the tourists!
85. Love the idea of an area where we could ride our
horses and take our dogs to play. Feel this is needed
in our area.
86. Large group activities and camping proposed for the
barn area at front ranch should be moved to Rancho
Canada. Keep front ranch wild.

60. No rustic camping allowed - no fire permits

87. Okay with me if this becomes a heavy-use area. It is
accessible.

61. No dogs on leash on paved or unpaved trails

88. Love all the ideas listed.

62. Please keep it natural

89. Disc golf should be allowed because the area was
previously disturbed (golf course). THOUSANDS of
disc golf courses currently reside in parkland!

63. Minimize paved trails
64. Move amphitheater away from buildings - better for
both.
65. Move the amphitheater away from the Clubhouse
building.
66. Having existing parking for attendees for community
use of clubhouse is important.
67. Camping should not be permitted due to fires!!
68. I think there should be DG trails not paved
69. I think the paved trails should be 8ft not 12 ft.
70. So glad it is not going to be made into housing.
That’s what I was told was going to happen.
71. Togo lunch boxes for visitors for picnic after work.
72. Exercise area with stations
73. Keep it natural!
74. No camping
75. No dogs off leash
76. Potential overnight camping options
77. Disc golf - encourage cardio-exercise and celebrate
previous golf course history
78. Will we have river access?

90. Again, mountain bikes, dog walkers, horses, and
hikers with strollers and children do not mix well on
multi-use trails.
91. as much access as possible as soon as possible and
incremental development to there is never massive
restricted areas. Access to the Easements. Too
much fencing already.
92. equestrian access
93. See 10
94. The Ohlone informational stations would work
here, as well. https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1faA37QhsvWlrMQNfO47CEdP_a_FXS_
vt4PdrCcM0pMQ/edit
95. Multi use trails to serve all community activities
including hiking, walking, equestrian, biking,
picnicking dog walking and enjoying the beautiful
views
96. In order to restore native plants and create a wildlife
corridor, it is really important to engage local
environmental non-profits such as Return of the
Natives education project that can help facilitate the
restoration process.

79. Move amphitheater away from the building

97. Horse trails could follow the multi use trails but be
seperate with space between them

80. Can we swim in the lake/pond? Will there be any
fishing?

98. horse trails

ONLINE SURVE Y - ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

100. Parking for access to all units should be established
here with daily limits on trail access to ‘wilderness
areas’

81. I use the trails for birdwatching and nature studies.
Dogs and bicycles are not compatible with these
activities.
82. If the Park District could recruit sufficient resources,
and no conflicts precluded any of the elements of
the Rancho Cañada Unit Preferred Alternative, then
I would support all 15 elements. I checked the 3
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99. Community use of clubhouse

101. Dog park and multiuse trails to access front unit. But I
think the overall plan is is well thought out. It appears
to include many diverse opportunities to great
number of people who have varying interests & enjoy
a variety of activities & sports.

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 11
QUESTION 11: ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED
102. I like the multi use options and I mean educational,
camping, restoration, dogs, horses, people, kids,
access to othe areas, etc.
103. Mountain bike trails needed
104. I would like to continue to use the Clubhouse for
community events, catered meetings and fundraising
events.
105. Please make a friendly surface for equestrians, with
adequate protection from bikes and wandering
pedestrians, especially loud and running children!!
106. Maintained as a venue for community events, catered
meetings such as it is used by the World Affairs
Council
107. ONLY the club house for now.
108. Please preserve clubhouse use for World Affairs
Council meetings and other non-profit community
organizations’ gatherings.
109. Maintain the restaurant at the old Clubhouse
110. Wildlife corridor is SO important
111. Keep it simple: dog-friendly trails, minimal
infrastructure. It’s a park, not a theme park.
112. I can see making this part a more community
oriented section. I usually don’t like paved trails but
they do give access to everyone.
113. the access from east (Quail and Hacienda) and west
neighborhoods is essential
114. Maintain focus on nature and outdoor activities.
115. Permit only. Let them grow down a blanket for a
picnic. Why poor money into something that people
deface and ruin. Permit only to the eco savvy
visitors...
116. All 3 types of trails would be great.
117. No dogs.
118. NO MOUNTAIN BIKING
119. Fenced off leash dog area a good idea. Have dogfree paths for elderly.
120. Also like trail head kiosks, pond observation deck,
outdoor classroom and/amphitheater for outdoor
oriented nature classes.
121. It would be great if there were regular music
and “ranger talks: at the outdoor amphitheatre,
but if there’s no staffing to manage that kind of
programming, then it probably wouldn’t be used
much.
122. Focus on habitat restoration and preservation
123. We really need a dog park...this is Carmel supposedly
the most dog-friendly town in the country! Carmel
Beach is too expansive for some dogs to handle.
Need a park please!
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124. I would have liked to also vote for an outdoor
classroom, if I had 4 votes
125. At your hearings, persons in favor of the off leash dog
park have constituted more people, (and the most
respectful people, both of others AND of the use of
this precious land resource) than any other advocate
of the differing proposed uses of this land. I hope and
pray that you will keep this small but precious and
badly needed use in mind, as you finalize your plans.
126. Make it a golf course.
127. Keep the clubhouse open for catered events
128. Since the Park District requires a source of income,
continued use of the clubhouse for catered meals
and functions is very important for revenue, and to
ensure a low cost venue with lighted flat parking lot
for attendees.
129. Good overall design. maintain river bank access for
water contact and fishing. Do not allow dogs access
to river during steelhead spawning season [Jan-May],
& only on-leash anywhere else outside dog parks.
130. I think the parking provided at the old Rancho Canada
clubhouse is perfect. There is a ton of space for dog
walkers, horse trailers, hikers, mountain bikers. I don’t
think much is necessary there apart from a trailhead
with some maps just outside the parking lot. As long
as a trail connects into the Palo Corona backcountry
I am happy. A lot of people would enjoy easy access
like that into the backcountry, with plenty of parking
space.
131. On-leash dog access on multi-use and connector
trails.
132. Again if paved access is not offered every single
other resource is completely unavailable to anyone
with a disability which is 1 in 5 of the US population
including children!
133. Don’t do too much.
134. Well marked trails that are wide enough to jog or walk
on in both directions.
135. There are about 6 things I want - seems like choosing
3 will not get at what you want - have you thought of
weighting them?
136. The wider, multiuse trail are a blot on the landscape,
remove one somewhat from nature, and feel like
being on a freeway with potentially lots of traffic at
different speeds to navigate.
137. Restoration of river area
138. Let’s keep this beautiful space open for people to
enjoy without adding special attractions.
139. Ask yourself if Garland park has an amphitheatre. It
does not because it’s too much.
140. I strongly encourage the idea of letting this gorgeous
small jewel of land continue to go wild and doing
as little as possible to attract tourists and events. I
walk this park almost every day and the idea of it
being paved, enhanced, used, overused, crowded
with humans, trash, bikes, and the potential for fires

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 11
QUESTION 11: ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED
from increased human activity too high a price. Why
spend any money? It is perfect the way it is. Follow
the Garland Park plan without the horses PLEASE.
Do little to promote it or it will become like Big Sur
being loved to death and increased potential for
fires. Tourists do not have the same appreciation
for our “backyard” as residents do. We are an
elderly community who enjoy solitude and walking
with our well behaved dogs. PLEASE give us this
space to enjoy without crowds filling the parking lot
and parked cars, RVs and motorhomes everywhere.
Please don’t connect it to the backcountry. If people
want a big hike they can go to Garland or PC. I
would also suggest keeping picnics at the area of the
Education Center at PC where the trash can more
easily be controlled and staff can make sure no one
brings in bar-b-ques as the potential for fire is too
great. Thank you for considering my comments.
141. looks great -- in my lifetime please! (I’m 83)
142. Unpaved trails are best. If you need pavement stay
home. CAL Fire area is good idea considering horrific
past fires.
143. Once again - make sure that the uses are compatible
with this beautiful environment.
144. Additional access to Carmel River Beach is
unnecessary. There is already ample parking there.
145. An off leash dog park would be a fantastic alternative
for this land. It will have easy access and parking
and a fantastic opportunity for people to socialize and
exercise their dogs who may not be able to walk long
distances to exercise their dogs.
146. Please allow bikes to pass through Palo Corona from
bike path at South Bank Trail. Simple and easy to do
right now. Very low cost to benefit ratio.
147. Habitat restoration is keeen. Outdoor education
pavillion is great, and this could also be used for
outdoor theatre as well..theatre under the stars type
of events = revenue generation.
148. multi use trails including dogs on leash and bikes to
access fenced dog park from South Bank Trail
149. You show “Easements”. What are they?
150. I would like to see the trails within RC Unit be dog
friendly on leash as many people walk with their dog
for exercise
151. CalFire must have adequate staging area
152. Having the privilege to enjoy multi-use trails
153. Preserve Open Space
154. We don’t need any more educational centers, bike
paths, and use of these lands.
155. Keep the catering, community lunches, and
clubhouse for weddings.
156.“Community use” above private, weddings etc., use
of clubhouse.
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157. Not sure of the outdoor education area. Should not
be close to residences.
158. keep it wild
159. Please keep an emphasis on walking trails for people
of all ages from those with babies in strollers to
elders with canes.

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 12
QUESTION 12 : ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE
RANCHO CAÑADA UNIT DESIGN?

For several reasons, the best location for the Dog
Parks would appear to be north and northwest of the
pond that is near the northwest corner of Rancho
Canada. Reasons: (a) A more pleasant area -- for
the Dispersed Picnic Area shown by the Preferred
Alternative as north and west of this pond, alongside
the park-entry road -- would be southwest of the
Nature Play Area, (b) the barking, smelly dogs would
be farther from the Wildlife Corridor, (c ) the barking
dogs would be farther from the Clubhouse’s offices
and meeting rooms, (d) the barking, smelly dogs
would not be along the way from the parking lots to
anywhere else in the park, (e) the Dog Parks would
be closer to all of the dogs that may one day reside in
the proposed Rancho Canada Village.”

ONLINE SURVE Y

1.

(1) It would be good for all trails in the flood-plain
to be UNpaved (say the 20-year floodplain), in
cooperation with the intent to exclude paved trails
from the part of the flood plain that is bounded by
the Front Ranch, the River, and Highway 1. (2) Also,
it would be good if the trails in the Wildlife Corridor
were UNpaved. (3) Instead of the CalFire Emergency
Staging Area extending about three-fourths of the
way from Carmel Valley Road to the river, the CalFire
Area could stay much further from the river if this
Area included the picnic and lawn areas northwest
and west of the Clubhouse. (4) The Preferred
Alternative shows the Outdoor Classroom Pavilion
for the Santa Lucia Conservancy (SLC) located wellwithin the Wildlife Corridor; it might be better if this
pavilion were outside the Wildlife Corridor. Obviously,
this Pavilion could be located further east. But,
reshaping the CalFire area, as suggested in (3) above,
would allow the Wildlife Corridor to trend southwest
-- away from the SLC Easement -- as it goes toward
the river from Carmel Valley Road. (5) A natural
path for the 1000’ Wildlife Corridor, after it comes
approximately straight south from area of the Martin
Canyon culvert, would be to follow the north bank of
the river where it flows southwest, then cross the
river where it turns to flow northwest, then go across
the roughly triangular area that is now a small farm,
and then follow the gully up to the notch in the ridge
where the Multi-Use Trail to Back Country crosses
the ridge to get to Inspiration Point. If the farm and
its water rights were not acquired, then the Wildlife
Corridor would have to go to the west of the farm;
consequently, essentially all of Rancho Canada south
of the river would be in the 1000’ wildlife corridor,
which might preclude the Preferred Alternative’s
suggestion to locate an Outdoor Classroom Pavilion
south of the river. (6) For several reasons, it would
be good for the eastern Multi-Use Trail -- instead of
starting from between the Dog Parks -- to start at the
southwest side of the Gravel Parking Area and pass
between the Cart Barn and Small Dog Park. This
would (a) provide a more direct route for trail users
to get past the Dog Parks and into the more natural
areas, (b) make it easier for the Large Dog Park to
not extend so far east toward the Wildlife Corridor,
and (c ) allow for a SINGLE Trailhead Information
Kiosk for THREE trails -- the ones that start from the
Amphitheater, the southeast corner of the paved
parking area, and the Gravel Parking Area -- where
they merge together southeast of the Clubhouse.
The start of each of these three trails could simply
have a sign such as “”Eastside Multi-Use Trail to the
South Bank”” (7) It would be better for the smaller
Picnic Pavilion to be located farther east, closer to
the parking lot, on higher ground, and away from
the natural outlet of the pond where it is shown on
the Preferred Alternative. Also, it would be good
to have a Connector Trail that goes rather directly
from this pavilion to the nearby Multi-Use Trail. (8)
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2.

Keep it simple and don’t make it a tourist attraction.

3.

Look forward to enjoying this area in the future.

4.

Like all the rancho canada activities, but prefer to
keep ALL intensive activities on rancho canada
property, it seems more than large enough to
accommodate them.

5.

Nice variety. I have no strong preferences but like
focus on dog parks and potential for heavy use.

6.

Please keep exploring the option to bring back disc
golf and camping. This is our only opportunity for
recreational activities. Do it for the kids!

7.

Organized activities and use of the existing buildings
seem appropriate only here.

8.

Great direction. Looking forward to your grand
opening.

9.

Bravo!

10. Is there a way to work with other agencies to provide
safer access to and from the closest MST bus stop
on the north side of Carmel Valley Road?
11. This is an accessible area that will have more
concentrated use, so consider paving some trails
and providing picnic and day use areas that can take
abuse. Restore vegetation.
12. Connection to adjacent park lands to create a network
of shared use trails
13. difficult to narrow down priorities, I could have
chosen 8!
14. Again, I missed the meetings. But is there access to
drinking water? Is there direct access to the river?
15. whatever happens ..there must be park staff to
monitor assist use
16. I often walk from Hacienda Carmel to the Palo
Corona front gate which is clearly marked as dogs
must be leashed, and more often than not I observe
people allowing their dogs to run free. This would
be a problem on multi-use trails. Dogs should not be
permitted on the same trails as horses. Mountain
bikes should not be permitted on the same trails as
horses and pedestrians . Thank you.
17.

Keep the public “mass” events in this area, and leave
the vast majority of the open space for hiking and

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 12

QUESTION 12 : ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ON
THE RANCHO CAÑADA UNIT DESIGN?
ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED

horses, not development or ‘educational’ outposts,
please!
18. Clubhouse use for WAC meetings
19. The clubhouse needs to continue to host lectures,
luncheons, church dinners, weddings, etc. if you
REALLY want to please the entire community.
20. Maintain the restaurant at the old Clubhouse
21. Many good ideas (dog park, education) and limited
choices!
22. Lots of good ideas here (and elsewhere). Hope that
there are enough funds to implement more than
three of them.
23. I think we need a more traditional family gathering
park and this already developed area seems like just
the right place for it.
24. To make sure trails really take into account the river
and make that accessible
25. Maintain parking area.
26. Leave it be and permit only to the nature lovers .
27. I would like to see MPRPD provide Spanish-language
maps, guides, brochures, and bilingual signage
for key entrances and sites. Monterey County is
very diverse. Spanish language materials signal
a welcoming, inclusive environment as well as
provide practical assistance for usage of the parks.
Other parks and museums offer Spanish brochures,
educational materials and bilingual signage (Monterey
Bay Aquarium, Pacific Grove Museum of Natural
History, Point Lobos State Park, etc.). There are
significant Spanish-speaking populations within the
MPRPD district-wide, as well as County-wide. Some
historical sites within the parks have ties to the
Spanish and Mexican periods. This would fit within
MPRPD’s mission and vision to preserve open space
for public benefit, enjoyment, and environmental
education.
28. Looking forward to it!
29. Dog park might also be useable for this area as a lot
of people have dogs and it is better that dogs are
not loose in more natural areas as they threaten and
disturb other animals and their young.
30. I think it is important to strike a balance between
public access/ recreation and habitat restoration. I
am an avid birder and quite enthusiastic about this
project, anticipating the day when it will be open.
However, I hope Rancho Cañada will remain basically
rustic and undeveloped.

34. Keep it natural, passive use only so our children can
learn to appreciate the beauty of the wilderness
without trying to turn it into a playground or sports
competition.
35. Make it a golf course.
36. Best choice. Keep Community Use of the Clubhouse
as critical to many local area retired community
residents.
37. Please ask everyone who is not using the clubhouse
for meetings to park in the gravel area next to the cart
barn.
38. A blend of the three trail types is best, but must
include ~1/4+ multi-use for the elderly/ADA access,
and to separate horse paths from other uses. Do not
allow horses in the river bed.
39. I think the parking provided at the old Rancho Canada
clubhouse is perfect. There is a ton of space for dog
walkers, horse trailers, hikers, mountain bikers. I don’t
think much is necessary there apart from a trailhead
with some maps just outside the parking lot. As long
as a trail connects into the Palo Corona backcountry
I am happy. A lot of people would enjoy easy access
like that into the backcountry, with plenty of parking
space.
40. Fenced dog park area should have grass similar to
that at Quail.
41. All good planning. I don’t think the survey was very
good, though!
42. Separate-use trails. Bicyclists and walkers do not mix.
43. The emergency staging area seems to me a separate,
and obviously needed, consideration
44. There is way too much lawn. Most of this should be
native grasses and wild flowers.
45. Why are we still talking about dog parks? People who
own dogs should provide exercise for them in their
own yards or take them to the beach.
46. Keeping it simple is the best option and the best way
to serve the taxpaying public.
47. Thanks to all who saved this gorgeous piece of land
from the developers!
48. Should there be some provision for the handicapped
and disabled?
49. Once again - make sure that the uses are compatible
with this beautiful environment.
50. Please be mindful of the local residents when
planning for traffic and noise. Day use is great.
Close access like Point Lobos does at sunset to
decrease noise and increase safety for everyone.
Give the area back to nature overnight.

32. Will the entire park be closed during Cal-Fire use?

51. Allow bikes to ride through the park and connect to
bike /pedestrian trail on East side entrance at South
Bank trail gate. Sign in at locked gate and pass
through,even if you need a permit in advance like it is
now

33. Will there be enough parking for all the different
users? (see earlier comments)”

52. Re: this survey: It would have helped if you had
shown the different types of paths earlier in the

31. “Misc. thoughts/questions: It would be great if there
could still be community use of the Rancho Canada
clubhouse.
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 12

QUESTION 12 : ANY GENERAL COMMENTS ON
THE RANCHO CAÑADA UNIT DESIGN?
ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED

presentation, so we had that knowledge as we were
evaluating the plans.
53. ADA access is vital and the COMMUNITY TRAILS
provides this. The playground needs to be ADA
compliant as well.
54. Every dog owner will appreciate a place where to
take their furry pals.
55. This is an amazing space that can be a great spot
for the community to gather and appreciate the wild
space we have. I believe the focus of this should be
community involvement, especially education! A way
to get more people to come and be excited is a large
dog park!
56. Off leash dog walking trails so that the people can
get exercise along with their dog
57. Keep golf course paved trails, but don’t add more
pavement!
58. Again, we don’t need to build out this space for
more and more people to use it and trample it. Save
something just for local. Local unpaved trails
59. See 11 Supra.
60. No dogs, except in dog park.
61. This is the most important local contribution to the
public and the environment since we voted for the
MPRPD decades ago,
62. Connectivity/easements to surrounding open space
and Carmel Rancho Blvd/Rio Rd is important for
walk-ins
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WORKSHOP #3 SURVEY - CLUBHOUSE USE QUESTION
WHAT USES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN OR
CONTINUE AT THE CLUBHOUSE?

PUBLIC WORKSHOP

36. Public meetings
37. Big office for Jackie
38. Education/interpretation

1.

Luncheons

2.

Weddings

39. Café

3.

Proposed uses sound good

40. Food service

4.

Meetings with full meal services

41. Disc golf sales

5.

Weddings and evening events

6.

Community organizations and non-profits continue to
meet and continue on-site food service

42. Recognition and education of our local Native
American tribes. Esselen Education for kids.
Interactive would be best through-out the park

7.

Support catfish/perch native fishery for 12 and under
kids

8.

Visitor Center

45. Aa suggested by this stage of the plan.

9.

Community meeting and catering i.e. World Affairs
Council monthly programs

46. Continue use of events to generate revenue.

43. Community facility for meetings etc.
44. non-profit offices

47. Nice location, plenty of parking, nature preservation.

10. Nonprofit club meetings with an on-site caterer for
meals. And allow the caterer to provide for parties
and weddings. This will keep the caterer onsite and
provide a needed source of park district revenue

48. Weddings and Community Education - Environmental

11.

50. Meeting space

Food court to day use public and private events

49. Allow local Esselen Tribe to use facilities for tribe
usage.

12. Visitor Center

51. All park and community uses good.

13. Wedding venues

52. Education/student groups

14. non-profit meeting space

53. Community and non-profit meetings.

15. Community meeting rooms

54. Events - private and community

16. interpretive displays

55. Community gatherings

17.

56. Visitor Center

Community Use

18. Non-profit

57. no weddings & venues

19. Weddings

58. Limit school visits, don’t overrun this park with kids
and buses

20. Community meeting space
21. Space for social events
22. Café & office space for non-profits
23. Social event
24. Primarily community oriented, but limited private
festivities - see model for weddings at Lover Point in
Pacific Grove and other coastal parks.
25. Community events

59. Info station
60. Busing station for Pt. Lobos
61. Music events - both indoor and outdoor
62. Community/non-profit
63. Meetings/luncheons
64. Meals, club meetings, weddings and ballrooms

26. Café

65. Private parties to encourage an onsite caterer to
continue leasing the space

27. Visitor center ok, but need more volunteers or staff;
admin offices

66. A caterer keeps the clubs from moving to another
location.

28. Community meetings, but no weddings

67. Non-profit having meeting and functions.

29. MPRPD Headquarters

68. Nice to have it available for

30. MPRPD Ops 2nd location

69. Beer festivals

31. Community meeting space

70. Snack bar

32. Manage pond so that it doesn’t become a source of
bullfrogs or other invasive species

71. Day lockers

33. Restaurant for public groups - its current large size is
rare in areas.
34. Non-profit offices very important.
35. Meeting space/office for small local NGO’s on a
periodic basis.
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72. CV Community Center
73. Weddings, Celebrations
74. Community meetings
75. No events
76. Not all office space

WORKSHOP #3 SURVEY - CLUBHOUSE USE QUESTION
WHAT USES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN
OR CONTINUE AT THE CLUBHOUSE?
PUBLIC WORKSHOP CONTINUED
77. Education seminars
78. Most important - linkage of trails (multi-use trail),
(paved and dirt) linking cross roads, extension Carmel
Rancho to Garland Ranch for commuter travel via
bicycle, horse and pedestrian
79. WAC monthly programs
80. WAC monthly programs
81. Keep clubhouse open for club meetings.
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WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 13
QUESTION 13 : DO YOU FEEL THIS PROCESS FOR THE PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK GENERAL
DEVELOPMENT PL AN IS HEADING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION?

Online Survey

Public Workshop
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0.0%

5.0%
I agree

Neutral

I disagree (please
elaborate in the
comment box)

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 13

QUESTION 13 : DO YOU FEEL THIS PROCESS FOR
THE PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK GENERAL
DEVELOPMENT PL AN IS HEADING IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION?

use the park. Ask them what they would like. Not
some older generation who will use the park to take
a walk once a week. Provide more activities like disc
golf and camping, Please! Keep the options open
for future use. After the State money runs out, the
local decision-making body should be able to adjust
for future use. The population will increase and the
demand for more activities will increase too. The
community is sabotaging itself by choosing the most
limited options and leaving no room for expanding
youth activities. It’s not like we’re proposing offshore
drilling here!

PUBLIC WORKSHOP:

1.

Very professional

2.

Only if you provide an on-site caterer for meetings
with meals.

3.

Perhaps need more publicity? I’m new to the area
and don’t know much about history of this land.

4.

In the future, south of the river, should look at offchannel wetland restoration opportunities.

5.

Please identify implementation tasks: Integrated Trail
Plan with State Parks and Operations + Maintenance
Plan

6.

Too slow!

7.

The Survey#2 was difficult to fill in online. Some
friends said they did not realize there were so many
pages on the website and thought they’d finished
at pages 4 or 5. Others said they did not see how
to submit their answers on the last page. Hopefully,
Survey #3 will improve and be easier.

6.

From the comments I’ve heard, most people want
it to end up like Garland Park, dogs off leash but
safe from the Valley Road and to not turn it in to
Disneyland. Give access to the open space as it was
designed to be.

7.

For the most part. The disk golf decision was correct.
If a dog park is included, will staff be hired to monitor
incidents (dog fights, owner conflict) and to clean up
the poop?

8.

I was encouraged to volunteer and encouraged to
provide input on the trails and areas for picnicking for
instance. But have yet to see those as options on the
web sites.

9.

keep it rustic

ONLINE SURVE Y:

1.

I appreciate the public input. Back Country needs to
be opened to the public though. Public funds have
been financing this land for years with no public
access.

2.

If you keep it simple you will be able to open it for us
sooner - this has been a long wait.

3.

We are pleased at the direction the Rancho Canada
plans are taking, At this point the Front Ranch seems
the most at risk for over-reach and over-development.
Please keep in mind the threat of fire especially in
relation to camping and expanded activities at the
Barn. From our homes we watched flames from the
ridges we hope to protect -- we were threatened by
fire for months. We know how easily fire can spread
from campfires. We support keeping the Front Ranch
area wild and low impact while expanding multiple
use opportunities in the Rancho Canada area. We
don’t want to spread development over the much
needed open space close by to our communities
by adding too many activities in the currently open
space to create a more suburban infill instead
of wild life corridors -- We have worked so hard
in this community with Big Sur Land Trust and
other organizations to keep wild space for future
generations. We urge you to resist over-expanding
and overdevelopment.

4.

5.

Heading in right direction but want parks district
to keep ALL camping and large group activities on
Rancho Canada property
Youth input was neglected. The youth are going to
be the ones using the park. The current input has
been provided by older retired individuals who will
soon be 6’ underground. Survey the schools and
the parents of children in the schools. Survey the
visitors who will be traveling to the area to specifically
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10. Access/walking across the river bridges is important,
as it is scenic. To make up for those old-growth
trees cut down by the developers of the Rancho
Canada Village, it is important to keep as many trees
as possible. The fencing behind the Club House
has been extended beyond the initial boundaries of
the development, and block access to the river now.
Many are curious/concerned as to why the additional
fencing as been put up.
11.

Seems way too slow but on right track. Let’s make it
happen; people need access to their land!

12. Advertise meetings to ensure best attendance
13. but it has been 15 yrs since it became a park and we
still cant ride our horses at palo corona. I think some
of my property tax money has been going to the
parks.
14. By having a process to evaluate developing the space,
there is pressure to develop. Leave it open space.
We saw a mountain lion at Palo Corona 3 weeks
ago. If bikes are up there moving quickly, no one will
ever see that beautiful mountain lion again as s/he
will hide herself. What we need more than anything
else is quiet, undeveloped hiking trails where we can
experience peace and quiet. No dog parks, biking, etc
etc..
15. As long as equestrians trails/staging stay in the plan.
16. Not certain. I am in favor of the lowest human impact
on the land and the wildlife.
17.

Having missed the meetings, I’m not sure what
direction discussion of equestrian use has taken. If
equestrian use is definitely in the plan I think the
overall plans is excellent. If not, I would be personally

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 13
QUESTION 13 : ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED

very disappointed. Although I’m definitely looking
forward to the dog park!

38. I’m excited to see these plans come to life!
39. too much development of the area

18. I do not know...once the land is gone ..it is gone,,,we
humans CAN coexist with and enjoy preservation
...participate in it ...help..instead of creating swarms....

40. Thoughtful process, professional managed, a lot of
public input, well designed surveys and website,
accessible and visual information.

19. Provide a more user friendly avenue for expressing
our opinions about the park plan.

41. I don’t feel that an amphitheater or event space is
necessary. Please keep the area open to nature, play,
exploration, and discovery.

20. “I’m encouraged that the need to preserve areas for
equestrians is being heard: I think it’s imperative
21. that this be an equestrian-friendly wilderness. “
22. Heading in the right direction but a very cumbersome
process. Where do we see that increased traffic
will be accounted for? We are crowded enough and
rather than attract more visitors, lets enhance the
area for the current events we have.
23. I would prefer it to be left as a golf course as it
currently is.
24. Too elaborate.
25. Keep up the good work. For this site so close to
peninsula communities, please emphasize uses of
appeal to the general public, not just back-country
purists.
26. Maintain the restaurant at the old Clubouse.
27. I think if you made sure to include a special area for
just youth group camping.
28. I support continued use of the Clubhouse for catered
meetings, events, and fundraisers
29. very glad disc golf has been re over from the plan
30. Don’t understand why frisbee golf and kosher types
of activities could not be incorporated. You have a lot
of land.
31. I think we are truly blessed and fortunate to have
the ability and resources to preserve and protect the
Palo Corona Regional Park for present and future
enjoyment
32. I think this surveying of the locals is a great way to
proceed. Thank you for valuing our opinions.
33. I appreciate the level of outreach and opportunities
for feedback to make the process inclusive and
transparent.
34. Except for biking. I’ve witness the destruction to
trails caused by mountain bike tires. Truly, when
concentrating on riding a bike, does the rider really
appreciate the beauty and serenity of Nature?
Otherwise, the process is moving forward nicely.
35. Looking good!
36. Too much development so leave it be.
37. 1. I cannot tell what direction you are heading in. You
have not provided that information. 2. The choices in
this survey are very confusing because many of them
sound almost the same. 3. Garland Park has been
managed well and should be the model. However, I
hope that more maintenance is done. Garland’s lower
levels are overgrown with non-native plants and is
becoming a fire hazard.”
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42. Please allow Clint Eastwood to make another million
dollars while he is still a local.
43. The Club House has been used for years for
fundraisers, events and meetings for community civic
clubs. There is no other alternative in the area and
the loss of this venue would be very hurtful to the
community - whereas, there are numerous areas all
over the county for hiking, picnics, etc.
44. Yes, now that you have asked about “Community
Use of the Clubhouse”.
45. Looks good so far, but the end result will tell.
46. I am so excited about where this project is going. I
am a mountain biker, trail runner, hiker, and lover
of nature. I love the Palo Corona park already and I
think that Multi Use trails would be a dream come
true. I live in Quail Lodge and currently there is
nowhere for me to hop on my mountain bike and
ride. If Palo Corona Backcountry was open I would
just have to ride a mile or so to get to trails. There
is also a big attraction for hiking and backpacking
in the backcountry. It is such a beautiful piece of
land that would just be amazing to be in. There is
insane coastal views and vistas of the surrounding
mountains. There really doesn’t have to be any
pavilions or education centers at the trailhead. As
long as there is multi-use access to the backcountry
there will be a lot of happy people. In terms of
mountain biking, I am a just 16 , and I love riding my
bike. I have aspirations of racing bikes, but oftentimes
I don’t get to ride during the week because of
restricted access to my local parks.(I can’t ride at
garland, or Palo Corona, so I have to drive to Fort Ord
and pedal 8 miles to ride the good stuff) This has
slowed me down in my progression. Riding is a family
affair and I have made some cool friends on my bike.
Mountain bikers are sometimes menacing to other
trail users on multi use trails. There is hikers, horses,
and walkers. A mountain bike flying by them down
the hill at 30mph is not desirable. I understand that
and so does the rest of the mountain bike community.
But hey, it works at Fort Ord. If it comes down to it,
a solution to the problem of mountain bikers going
too fast is making bells mandatory in the park. These
jingle bells are not expensive and can be attached to
the backpack or to the handlebars (Heck you could
even just get a really loud keychain or speaker). these
bells can be silenced with a magnet, but when they
are open they just ring constantly. I have one on my
bike and am thanked by other riders and hikers often.
They can hear me coming down the trail with the
pinging noise the bell makes. I think that could be a
great solution to protect mountain bikers trail use. But
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whether you are a hiker, a runner, a backpacker, or a
mountain biker, at the end of the day we are just a
bunch of nature lovers looking to go to new places
where we can escape from the hustle and bustle
to be out where we belong. Being out there in the
wilderness is the best thing there is. And I hope you
really consider my bell solution if mountain biking
trail access becomes and issue. I am willing to show
you these bells, give you a sample, talk about them,
talk about trail access, I would even be interested
in building trails for you. I am so stoked about this
project and my number is xxx-xxx-xxxx if you want
to get a hold of me. Thanks for reading my long
message and I appreciate you taking surveys.
47. But please....no camping!!!
48. Only in one place was paved access of any kind
mentioned which is the only option if someone is
disabled. Please actually consult someone who is
qualified to advise on making more of this “public”
space accessible to those with disabilities, especially
facilities for dogs and their owners and anything
intended for educational purposes. This is not just
the right thing to do but also important for compliance
with the ADA law, but most importantly if you fail to
do this you are excluding fully 20% or more of the
population from using the facilities at all in the way
they were / are intended. It really doesn’t cost more
at this stage but would be much more expensive to
retrofit down the road so please do the right thing up
front with this project and do more to allow disabled
people to access and enjoy it like everyone else.
49. “The Back Country is too vast for oversight by a
ranger and would increase the risk of wildfire through
ignorance or negligence by hikers or campers.
50. Horses and bicycles have Garland Ranch. Let’s have
a park for people on foot only.”
51. Really cool. Can’t wait.
52. Possibility for too much activities and not enough
emphasis on keeping a natural environment.
53. I am concerned about the potential for overdevelopment of the kind that limits intimacy with the
natural landscape, of which we have precious little
remaining.
54. It feels like there are many special interest groups all
vying for a “piece of the pie” here and the simplest
answer is to keep the space open and free to anyone
who wants to go there for fresh air, sunshine and a
good walk. It’s getting overly complicated.
55. The Park District and their staff’s agenda is clearly
seen. Where has their been strong support for the
Nature Play Area aside form the female staff person?
You are proposing so many paved trails and multi use
that are dangerous. Developing the land instead of
taking a stand for nature. All those paved trails/toads
crisscrossing and where is the natural world?
56. Why even consider all these extravagant & elaborate
options when they’re do far outside the districts
mission?
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57. I think you are doing an exceptional job compiling
resident’s viewpoints. In the end I sincerely hope
you will do the right thing and that being as little
as possible to encourage overuse by humans and
allowing wildlife to have sanctuary and the natural
beauty left unspoiled.
58. looks great -- put Whisler-Wilson footbridges in ASAP,
plus connector to Palo Corona
59. Yes. Wonderful idea to involve users although you
probably have a small sample size as few people are
aware of the issues and your survey.
60. Considering the previous plans that were considered,
e.g. Zip-Lines, I hope that the current plans are a
radical change from the commercial, environmentally
insensitive prior thoughts.
61. Too many ideas going in too many directions without
plans for over sight and enforcement.
62. Its good to have multiple ideas discussed and looked
into. What are the drawbacks to allowing bikes to
traverse the park and connect to neighborhoods
nearby. A bonus for locals and travelers alike.
63. But TOO SLOW! I wish it hadn’t taken so long, but
the end result looks Great! I can visualize walking
into the area and up onto the back country and I want
it now! Thanks for this great plan, now let’s get it
open!
64. Make sure that we do this right. Don’t make it a
tourist destination. The backcountry should be a calm
quiet back country area where you can camp and hike
and take in the natural beauty. The front should be
accessible from San Jose Creek as well, it’s simply
too beautiful to ignore. Ranch Canada has great
potential to become a community hub for everything
from education to entertainment and recreation. Don’t
lose focus on this one, it’s as important as every
other element of the park. When this is done it has
the potential to be one of the single greatest parks in
the world. No doubt in my mind. Let’s try to do this
right. I’d love to speak with you if you have any other
questions about my thoughts. You can reach me at
xxxxx or xxxxxxx
65. Support for mountain biking access
66. It is important to include signage that explains to
hikers the importance of dogs on lease in the PC area
where cows are in residence.
67. I want to add again my full support to continue the
concessioner use of the Rancho Canada Club house
for public events.
68. I think the belief that we need more is exactly the
opposite of what we need. We need to get rid of the
tourist, and keep the land pristine for those locals
who siimply want to hike. No biking, no camping, no
dogs, how about just good old mother nature and dirt
trails?
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QUESTION 14 : DO YOU FEEL THAT MPRPD IS DOING A GOOD JOB MANAGING THE PL ANNING PROCESS
FOR PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK?
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4.7%
I agree

Neutral

I disagree
(please
elaborate in
the comment
box)
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QUESTION 14 : DO YOU FEEL THAT MPRPD IS DOING
A GOOD JOB MANAGING THE PL ANNING PROCESS
FOR PALO CORONA REGIONAL PARK?

PUBLIC WORKSHOP COMMENTS			
1.

Perhaps need more publicity? I’m new to the area
and don’t know much about history of this land.

2.

Just adhere to the mission statement! “Preserve &
protect open space” Keep it simple, just trails		
		

ONLINE SURVE Y COMMENTS

1.

2.

It is taking too long. The park has not been available
to the public for well over 10 years, but we have been
paying for it during that time.
I think it has gone too slowly, especially opening up
the back country to horses, hikers and bikes, and
connecting the parks. That should have happened
a long time ago, as it would only take dirt trails, trail
signs, large simple parking lots, pit toilets and maps.

3.

Thank you for the opportunity to make comments

4.

I very much want to believe the MPRPD will
advocate for local open space and future generations
-- and will continue to listen to community input

5.

6.

Again, I really encourage an approach that puts all
the more intensive and overnight activities (except
rustic camping in the back country) at rancho canada
and doesn’t spread these uses to front ranch which is
so visible to much of the area and is a beautiful wild
jewel at the present. It should stay wild!
Again, seek the opinions of people who will be using
the park like the youth, their parents, and visitors to
the area. Retired individuals, who are members of
the Carmel Valley Association, for example, will ONLY
choose the most restrictive options out of concern
for traffic, thinking they’re going to “save” Carmel
Valley. I call “BS”. The traffic will increase no matter
what! Let the park district make a park with activities
for people to enjoy! Creating a protected area that will
forever be “restored” out of a golf course is absurd.
When you take in all the open land previously used for
the activity of golf, it is a shame that MPRPD wants
to stifle the community of activities by providing
“restored” space only. This is the perfect opportunity
to include activities, such as camping (which Carmel
Valley has ZERO), for the area. PLEASE, take another
survey aimed at recruiting the comments of the
Youth, their parents, and visitors! And bring back
more activities!

11.

Local people do not want the park developed at all.
So why spend all this time and money for ideas we
do not want?

12. mprpd looks out for their organization more than the
tax payer!
13. Not certain - these pristine and vital natural areas
must be protected in purpituity from human
intrusion and over use impacts. The goal should be
preservation and protection over use for recreation.
Care should be taken in allowing public access to
certain areas. I am pleased to see such activities
as disc golf denied and I do not think horses, dogs,
mountain bikes are appropriate in sensitive wild areas,
as well.
14. thank you for your work
15. MPRPD is trying....just do not ruin the gift we all have
16. I appreciate the opportunity to participate!
17.

Since the site is so slow, a measurement of progress
across the page would be helpful.

18. You really don’t want my input. The powers that be
will do it their way regardless of what the natives
want.
19. Maintain the restaurant at the old Clubhouse.
20. Lots of competing interests; the trick will be
balancing them and keeping the design flexible
enough for future changes. I appreciate how hard this
task is. Thank you for your diligence.
21. I’ve had the good fortune of visiting Palo Corona park
through various opportunities and love the natural
beauty and pristine location that has been protected
and valued.
22. I appreciate the opportunity to address issues
without having to attend meetings. I did attend the
first meeting at Rancho Cañada.
23. Too much progress kills wildlife visitors . What are
people suppose to see if you build a big park that the
end up ruining and defacing and starting fires. Leave
it alone and permit only.
24. On the survey there should be more choices then 3
to pick options!
25. proposing many things we do not need
26. taking time and putting in effort in a thoughtful
manner to gather community input.
27. this has taken much much much too long to get trails
opened from inspiration point to back country and to
sobranes and mittledorf.

I do need to make you aware that recently there
has been dumping of either roofing or pavement
composite material (TOXIC!!) on the elevated hill
between the club house and the old maintenance
area (now Santa Lucia Conserv project). Not a good
direction for preservation of any species.

28. Don’t really know enough about the details and costs,
but it seems OK. Please keep posting results on the
website, along with opportunities for feedback.

8.

I do not have enough information to answer this.

9.

See above comment. Way too slow.....

31. I very much appreciate the opportunity to voice my
opinion through these surveys.

7.

10. Takes too long to get public use planned and
approved
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29. Excellent job!
30. Thank you for soliciting community input.

32. Strongly agree! This planning process should serve
as a model for effective and efficient inclusion

WORKSHOP AND ONLINE #3 SURVEY - QUESTION 14
QUESTION 14: ONLINE SURVE Y CONTINUED

of community input into public, government and
business planning processes!
33. You took away a local physical activitity for aging
people so you could let Clint Eastwood to make
millions.
34. Yes, now that you have included what most
attendees want....use of the Clubhouse for meetings
with catered meals, slide shows, lectures and gala
fundraisers.
35. I am so excited about where this project is going. I
am a mountain biker, trail runner, hiker, and lover
of nature. I love the Palo Corona park already and I
think that Multi Use trails would be a dream come
true. I live in Quail Lodge and currently there is
nowhere for me to hop on my mountain bike and
ride. If Palo Corona Backcountry was open I would
just have to ride a mile or so to get to trails. There
is also a big attraction for hiking and backpacking
in the backcountry. It is such a beautiful piece of
land that would just be amazing to be in. There is
insane coastal views and vistas of the surrounding
mountains. There really doesn’t have to be any
pavilions or education centers at the trailhead. As
long as there is multi-use access to the backcountry
there will be a lot of happy people. In terms of
mountain biking, I am a just 16 , and I love riding my
bike. I have aspirations of racing bikes, but oftentimes
I don’t get to ride during the week because of
restricted access to my local parks.(I can’t ride at
garland, or Palo Corona, so I have to drive to Fort Ord
and pedal 8 miles to ride the good stuff) This has
slowed me down in my progression. Riding is a family
affair and I have made some cool friends on my bike.
Mountain bikers are sometimes menacing to other
trail users on multi use trails. There is hikers, horses,
and walkers. A mountain bike flying by them down
the hill at 30mph is not desirable. I understand that
and so does the rest of the mountain bike community.
But hey, it works at Fort Ord. If it comes down to it,
a solution to the problem of mountain bikers going
too fast is making bells mandatory in the park. These
jingle bells are not expensive and can be attached to
the backpack or to the handlebars (Heck you could
even just get a really loud keychain or speaker). these
bells can be silenced with a magnet, but when they
are open they just ring constantly. I have one on my
bike and am thanked by other riders and hikers often.
They can hear me coming down the trail with the
pinging noise the bell makes. I think that could be a
great solution to protect mountain bikers trail use. But
whether you are a hiker, a runner, a backpacker, or a
mountain biker, at the end of the day we are just a
bunch of nature lovers looking to go to new places
where we can escape from the hustle and bustle
to be out where we belong. Being out there in the
wilderness is the best thing there is. And I hope you
really consider my bell solution if mountain biking
trail access becomes and issue. I am willing to show
you these bells, give you a sample, talk about them,
talk about trail access, I would even be interested
in building trails for you. I am so stoked about this
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project and my number is xxx-xxx-xxxx if you want to
get a hold of me. Thanks for taking time to read my
message

36. I havent participated directly as such to make a
judgement call. So far so good:)
37. From what I can see from afar, seems to be engaging
the community.
38. Need to coordinate closely with other entities in
planning
39. I appreciate your creating multiple stages of public
involvement and very detailed and explicit options. It
feels very transparent and inclusive.
40. I guess so, but it almost feels like overkill. The
planning process is taking a long time to
accommodate every possible alternative from the
sublime to the ridiculous. Camping? Wedding
venues? Dog parks? Much of that already exists on
the Monterey Peninsula.
41. Acting as developers rather than stewards of nature
42. You’re not keeping it simple, amphitheatres &
pavilions are equally unacceptable as disc golf. The
answer is just trails.
43. I have no way to know what is going on behind the
scenes.
44. This is taking forever. Figuring out how to let people
in should be faster than figuring how to keep them
out. Open it up already. If a problem comes up, you
can fix it. In the meantime, let us into our park.
45. Hope So
46. There are special interest groups like those in favor
of the dog park areas and people who want to plan
events that will bring increased outdoor noise and
traffic to residential areas. Multi use trails have been
problematic in Pacific Grove, for example, bikes
hitting pedestrians and robberies. Access with over
sight.
47. It’s slow and maybe too methodical sometimes.
Changes can be made as we go along and get
feedback from visitors and park personnel.Every plan
should be a little flexible to manage the area properly
and provide a great experience to everyone
48. Yes, but as above; Let’s get it done so we can get out
on the land!
49. Great job!
50. Excellent job!
51. Again, I think you keep thinking we need more things,
when we need less.
52. It’s too early to tell.
53. Yes, but the Palo Corona trails (permit only) and
backcountry (closed, except to trespassers of which
there are) have been limited and unusable for way
too many years. What about opening the backcountry
even before everything is “perfected.” It’s way past
time.
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